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A b s t r a c t 
The present work i s aimed toward the study o f manifolds which 
admit k-harmonic m e t r i c s . These generalize the " c l a s s i c a l " harmonic 
manifolds and i n t h e i r d e f i n i t i o n , the k-t h elementary symmetric 
polynomials o f a c e r t a i n endomorphism * o f the f i b r e s i n the tangent 
bundle p l a y a r o l e s i m i l a r t o t h a t o f Ruse's i n v a r i a n t i n c l a s s i c a l 
harmonic spaces. We i n v e s t i g a t e some p r o p e r t i e s o f k-harmonic 
manifolds analogous t o those enjoyed by harmonic manifolds and o b t a i n 
some r e s u l t s r e l a t i n g k-harmonic manifolds t o harmonic ones. For 
instance we prove: 
(a) a k-harmonic manifold i s n e c e s s a r i l y E i n s t e i n , 
(b) a manifold i s simply 1-harmonic i f f i t i s simply n-harmonic. 
We also work out a general f o r m u l a t i o n o f k-harmonic manifolds 
i n terms o f the Jacobi f i e l d s on the m a n i f o l d . This enables us, i n 
p a r t i c u l a r , t o generalize the equations o f Walker, and o b t a i n i n the 
case o f symmetric spaces, a f i n i t e set o f necessary con d i t i o n s f o r 
k-harmonicity. As an a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h i s we are able t o show t h a t i f 
a l o c a l l y symmetric space i s n-harmonic then i t i s k-harmonic f o r a l l 
k. Under the f u r t h e r assumption o f compactness we prove t h a t an 
i r r e d u c i b l e k-harmonic manifold i s n e c e s s a r i l y a symmetric space o f 
rank one. Consequently: 
(1) a compact simply connected riemannian symmetric m a n i f o l d , 
k-harmonic f o r one k i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k; and 
(2) by a theorem o f Avez we can drop the assumption o f symmetry 
i n ( l ) but assume i n s t e a d t h a t the m a n i f o l d i s n-harmonic. 
i 
INTRODUCTION 
Harmonic riemannian spaces, as t h e i r name i m p l i e s , are 
i n t i m a t e l y r e l a t e d t o the study i n riemannian spaces o f the 
generalized harmonic f u n c t i o n s . A re a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n <t> on an open 
set U i n a riemannian m a n i f o l d M i s harmonic i n U i f 
A2<t> = g 1^ <l> , . = 0 
where A g i s the Laplace-Beltrami operator on U. I t i s n a t u r a l 
t o ask whether these f u n c t i o n s possess c e r t a i n p r o p e r t i e s enjoyed by 
harmonic f u n c t i o n s i n euclidean space. This question was attempted 
i n 1930 by H.S.Ruse [l]who obtained an e x p l i c i t formula f o r the 
elementary s o l u t i o n o f Laplace's equation and claimed t h a t i t holds 
i n a general riemannian space. His claim however was l a t e r shown 
t o be f a l s e , Copson and Ruse [1], as i t r e s t s on the i m p l i c i t 
assumption t h a t a s o l u t i o n t o Laplace's equation e x i s t s which depends 
only on the geodesic distance from the pole. The claim, nevertheless, 
holds f o r a s u b s t a n t i a l class o f riemannian spaces, the harmonic 
riemannian spaces. The subsequent years witnessed the development 
o f the subject i n the work o f Ruse, Walker, Willmore, Lichnerowicz 
and Ledger. 
I n Chapter I we give a resume' o f the theory o f l o c a l l y harmonic 
riemannian manifolds as developed by i t s authors i n the kO* s and 50's. 
The chapter culminates i n the recurrence formulae o f Ledger which 
enable us t o derive various p r o p e r t i e s o f harmonic m e t r i c s . Here 
11 
the main source o f m a t e r i a l i s the book on "Harmonic Spaces" by 
H.S.Ruse, A. G.Walker and T.J.Willmore, h e r e a f t e r r e f e r r e d t o as 
RWW. We also develop i n t h i s chapter some basic d i f f e r e n t i a l 
geometric theory o f a f f i n e connections - riemannian connections i n 
p a r t i c u l a r - which serves as a l o g i c a l background t o the r e s t o f the 
chapter and t o the subsequent ones. Here we adopt the d e f i n i t i o n 
o f connection due t o J. Koszul. 
We f i n d t h a t i n a general riemannian manifold the cond i t i o n s 
o f harmonicity as de r i v e d from Ledger's or equivalent formulae are 
extremely complicated and o n l y the f i r s t few o f them are o f 
p r a c t i c a l use. However, i n c e r t a i n classes o f manifolds, e.g. 
symmetric spaces, these c o n d i t i o n s become more manageable as a 
consequence o f the richness o f the s t r u c t u r e w i t h which they are 
endowed. 
I n Chapter I I we give a condensed account o f the theory o f 
symmetric spaces and the cannonical connection on them and discuss 
some o f t h e i r p r o p e r t i e s . Here we make use o f Helgason [ l ] a n d 
Kobayashi and Nomizu v o l . I I . 
I n Chapter I I I we o u t l i n e some theory and p r o p e r t i e s o f Jacobi 
f i e l d s which we use i n the g l o b a l d e s c r i p t i o n o f harmonic manifold 
theory. We o b t a i n Allamigeon's r e s u l t t h a t such manifolds are 
e i t h e r diffeomorphic t o euclidean space or cohomologous t o a 
symmetric space o f rank one. The chapter concludes w i t h Avez's 
I l l 
theorem t h a t a compact simply connected g l o b a l l y harmonic m a n i f o l d 
w i t h d e f i n i t e m e t r i c i s symmetric. 
I n Chapter IV k-harmonic manifolds are defined as a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n 
o f harmonic manifolds. We i n v e s t i g a t e some of t h e i r p r o p e r t i e s and 
ob t a i n some r e s u l t s analogous t o the harmonic ones. We then use the 
general f o r m u l a t i o n o f k-harmonic manifolds i n terms o f Jacobi f i e l d s 
t o generalize the equations o f Walker [3], [^Jwhich provide i n the 
case o f symmetric spaces a set o f co n d i t i o n s f o r harmonicity. We 
also i n c l u d e the r e s u l t , and c e r t a i n c o r o l l a r i e s t h e r e o f , t h a t a 
compact simply connected riemannian symmetric space which i s k-harmonic 
f o r one k i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. This l a t t e r r e s u l t i s contained 
i n a j o i n t paper by Willmore and E l Hadi [1]. 
The present work, however, leaves open many questions. A 
paramount one i s the fundamental conjecture o f harmonic spaces, namely 
t h a t a l o c a l l y harmonic manifold w i t h p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e m e t r i c i s 
l o c a l l y symmetric. This remains u n s e t t l e d . Secondly I b e l i e v e t h a t 
theorem (9) o f Chapter IV i s o f an e s s e n t i a l l y l o c a l nature and i t 
would be i n t e r e s t i n g t o f u r n i s h a proof t h a t dispenses w i t h the 
assumption o f compactness. 
As i n d i c a t e d above, a l l t h i s work a r i s e s from considerations 
o f s o l u t i o n s o f Laplace's equation. There are many other equations 
o f i n t e r e s t i n physics, e.g. the heat equation, the wave equation 
etc . Each o f these w i l l give r i s e i n a s i m i l a r manner t o s p e c i a l 
i v 
classes o f riemannian spaces. An i n t e r e s t i n g problem which I 
propose t o i n v e s t i g a t e i n the f u t u r e i s t o c l a s s i f y such riemannian 
manifolds. 
1 
CHAPTER I 
HARMONIC MANIFOLDS 
1.1. O r i g i n o f harmonic manifolds 
The study o f harmonic spaces was i n i t i a t e d by H.S.Ruse [ l ] i n 
an attempt t o o b t a i n a simple formula f o r the elementary s o l u t i o n o f 
Laplace's equation 
^ g dx ^ dx~ 
1 d / . 6 V \ 
A„V = — ~ r ( g 1 J > / g — : ) = 0 
i n an n-dimensional a n a l y t i c riemannian manifold w i t h any given 
m e t r i c d s 2 = |g.. d x 1 d x J I . He obtained a formula o f the form 
1 i j 1 
ds 
J/vTggD — , 
where A and a are constants, s the geodesic distance from the o r i g i n 
0 (x^) t o the v a r i a b l e p o i n t P f x 1 ) , g = det(g„), g D = g evaluated 
( ^ \ 
a t 0 and J = det ( — : -7 where ft = ^ es . I t was, however, 
V d x 1 dx J / 
shown i n a subsequent paper, Copson and Ruse [ l ] t h a t the above 
formula i s not v a l i d i n general, as i t was i m p l i c i t l y assumed t h a t the 
manifold was homeomorphic to euclidean n-space and t h a t a s o l u t i o n 
e x i s t s which depends only on ft and not otherwise on the path from 
the base p o i n t . The p a r t i c u l a r class o f manifolds f o r which 
Ruse's formula i s v a l i d f o r one choice o f base p o i n t were then 
c a l l e d c e n t r a l l y harmonic and those f o r which i t holds f o r any 
choice o f base p o i n t were c a l l e d completely harmonic. Manifolds of 
constant curvature were shown to belong to t h i s c l a s s . 
An i n f i n i t e set o f necessary and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s f o r a 
space t o be harmonic were given; these imposed c e r t a i n r e s t r i c t i o n s 
on the curvature o f the m e t r i c t o be admitted by a harmonic space. 
An immediate consequence i s t h a t a harmonic m e t r i c i s n e c e s s a r i l y 
E i n s t e i n . I n view o f these r e s t r i c t i o n s i t was then conjectured 
t h a t a l l harmonic metrics are o f constant curvatures and t h i s was 
shown t o be the case i n dimensions 3. However Walker [2], [3], 
[h] soon gave examples o f harmonic manifolds o f dimensions ^ h 
which were not o f constant curvature, thereby e s t a b l i s h i n g the f a l s e -
hood o f the conjecture. Thus harmonic manifolds were of some 
i n t e r e s t i n t h a t they do not coincide w i t h the " t r i v i a l " class o f 
manifolds o f constant curvature and are included i n the class o f 
E i n s t e i n manifolds. 
1.2 Basic Connection Theory 
a) Vector f i e l d s 
00 00. * Let M be a C manifold, m e M. We denote by C (M,mj the set 
5-
o f a l l C r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s w i t h domain a neighbourhood of M. 
D e f i n i t i o n ( l ) . A tangent t o M a t m i s a map: C^M^m) -» IR 
such t h a t f o r a l l a,b e IR and f , g e C°°(M,m) 
( i ) X m ( a f + bg) = a X m ( f ) + b X j g ) 
( i i ) X m ( f g ) = X m ( f ) g ( m ) + f(m) X m ( g ) . 
The tangents t o M a t m form an n-dimensional l i n e a r space 
denoted by T (M). 
m 
D e f i n i t i o n (2). A vector f i e l d X on U d M i s a mapping which 
assigns t o each m e U a vector X i n T (M). 
m nr ' 
I f f e C°°(M,m) then Xf i s the f u n c t i o n d e f i n ed f o r m e U D {domain f } 
by Xf(mj = X f . The vector f i e l d X i s C i f U i s open and f o r every 
f e C°°(M,m) , (Xf)(m) = X f i s . C°° on U D {domain f } . 
We denote by '9£(M) the set o f a l l C°° vector f i e l d s on M. This 
forms a L i e algebra over IR w i t h bracket operation 
[X,Y]f = X(Yf) - Y ( X f ) , f e C°°(M). 
00 00 
Let M and N be C manifolds and $ : M -» N be C . For m e M 
we define the d i f f e r e n t i a l o f <t> a t m , (<i> ) : T (M) -» T_, N (N) by: 
* m m <t>(m; 
i f X e T M ( M ) and f e C°° (N,4»(m)) then (*#) (x)f = X(fo<t>). 
L e t X 6 3£ (M) and Y e 36 (w); we say t h a t X and Y are 4>-related 
i f (*„) (X ) = Y./ v f o r every m i n the domain of X. x * m m <l>(m) 
1*. 
The C -mapping <S> : M -> W i s a diffeomorphism i f i t i s one-
to-one, onto and * i s C . 
A 1-parameter group o f transformations o f M i s a mapping o f 
ffi x M i n t o M, ( t , p ) e E x M -» <t> (p) e M which s a t i s f i e s : 
(1) f o r each t e IR, ^ : p -> *^.(p) i s a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f M, 
(2) f o r a l l t , s e IR and p e M, * t + s ( p ) = " ^ ( ^ ( p ) ) • 
Each 1-parameter group o f transformations <t>^  induces a vector 
f i e l d X as f o l l o w s . For p e M X i s the ve c t o r tangent t o the 
P 
curve " ^ ( p ) * c a l l e d the o r b i t o f p, a t p = * 0 ( p ) . The o r b i t *^(p) 
i s an i n t e g r a l curve s t a r t i n g a t p. Conversely f o r every vector 
f i e l d X on M and each p Q e M there e x i s t s a neighbourhood o f p Q , a 
p o s i t i v e number e and a l o c a l 1-parameter group o f transformations 
<t> : U -» M, | t | < e which induces X (Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu I 
p. 13). 
b) A f f i n e Connections 
D e f i n i t i o n (3) An a f f i n e connection on a C m a n i f o l d M i s a f u n c t i o n 
V which assigns t o each X e 3£* (M) a l i n e a r mapping 
V : 3E (M) -» 3£ (M) s a t i s f y i n g 
(1) V = f V + eV 
{ J fX+gY X Y 
(2) V ( f T ) = f V Y + (Xf)Y , 
•where X,Y e 96 (M) and f , g e C (M). 
The operator V i s c a l l e d covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w . r . t . X. 
Let 7 : I -> M he an a r b i t r a r y C curve i n M and l e t 7{t) be the 
vector f i e l d along y d e f i n e d by y(t) = ( 7 # ) ^ ( d / d t ) . Let X ( t ) be 
an a r b i t r a r y vector f i e l d along y. We say t h a t X ( t ) i s p a r a l l e l 
w . r . t . y i f V . / . v X ( t ) = 0. 7 ( t ) 
D e f i n i t i o n (h) A C°° curve y : t -* y{t), t e I C 1 i s a 
geodesic i f the f a m i l y o f tangent vectors y ( t ) i s p a r a l l e l w . r . t . y-
A geodesic i s maximal i f i t i s not the proper r e s t r i c t i o n o f any 
geodesic. 
Let 7 ( t ) be a C°° curve i n M w i t h tangent f i e l d 7 ( t ) . For 
each vector Y e T ^ q ^ ( M ) there i s a unique C°° f i e l d Y ( t ) along y 
such t h a t Y(0) = Y and the f i e l d Y ( t ) i s p a r a l l e l along y ( c f Hicks 
[1], p. 58). The mapping T : ^ ^ ( M ) T 7 ( T ) ^ D E F I N E D B ^ 
Y -> Y ( t ) i s thus a l i n e a r isomorphism c a l l e d p a r a l l e l t r a n s p o r t along 
7 from 7(0) t o 7 ( t ) . 
As a consequence o f the existence and l o c a l uniqueness f o r 
s o l u t i o n s o f o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n t i a l equations w i t h p r e s c r i b e d i n i t i a l 
values, we have the f o l l o w i n g : 
P r o p o s i t i o n Let m e M, X e T (M). Then f o r any r e a l number t Q 
there e x i s t s an i n t e r v a l I c o n t a i n i n g t D and a unique maximal geodesic 
7 ( t ) d efined on I such t h a t 7 ( t Q ) = m and 7 ( t 0 ) = X. Such a maximal 
ereodesic we denote bv y ..(t). 
6. 
D e f i n i t i o n ( 5 ) Let M be a C manifold w i t h an a f f i n e connection V 
and l e t X,Y e 96 (M). We define the t o r s i o n and curvature tensor 
f i e l d s o f V as f o l l o w s : 
T(X,Y) = VXY - V^X- [ X , Y ] 
R ( X , Y ) = VY " Vx - V [ X , Y ] -
Thus T(X,Y) i s a vect o r f i e l d on M and R(X,Y) a l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
on X ( M ) . 
For m e M denote by D the set o f those vectors A e T (M) f o r 
J m m 
which the geodesic y . ( t ) i s defined on an i n t e r v a l c o n t a i n i n g the 
m,A 
p o i n t t = 1. 
D e f i n i t i o n (6) For an a r b i t r a r y X e D we define the exponential 
mapping exp : D -> M by exp X = 7 „(l). ^ & rm m em m,X 
We say t h a t an a f f i n e connection i s complete i f every geodesic 
can be i n f i n i t e l y extended o r , e q u a i v a l e n t l y i f each exponential 
mapping i s defined on the whole tangent space. 
D e f i n i t i o n (7) Let (M, V) and (M, V) be two a f f i n e l y connected C°° 
manifolds. A diffeomorphism 
<t> : M -» M 
i s c a l l e d an a f f i n e mapping i f 
**(V VY) = V A V(*„Y) f o r a l l X,Y e ^  (M). * X ^X * 
7-
Let <t> : (M, V) -> (M, V) be an a f f i n e mapping. Let T(T) 
and R(R) be the t o r s i o n and curvature tensors o f V(V) and l e t 
X, Y, Z 6 '*(M) be ^ - r e l a t e d t o X, Y, Z e 1*(M), then we have 
(Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu I p. 225): 
(a) * maps every geodesic o f M i n t o a geodesic o f M, and consequently 
$ commutes w i t h the exponential mappings. 
(b) The f i e l d s V Y, T(X,Y) and R(X,Y)Z are 4>-related t o the f i e l d s 
V-Y, T(X,Y) and R(X,Y)Z. 
A diffeomorphism o f M onto i t s e l f i s c a l l e d an a f f i n e 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n i f i t i s an a f f i n e mapping. 
c) Holonomy 
00 
Let M be a C manifold w i t h an a f f i n e connection V and l e t 
m e M. G-iven any piecewise C closed curve T a t m then p a r a l l e l 
t r a n s p o r t along T, i s a l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f T m(M). The 
00 
t o t a l i t y o f these l i n e a r transformations f o r a l l piecewise C 
closed curves a t m fornia group. I t i s c a l l e d the holonomy group 
a t m o f the connection V and denoted by a>(m). I t was shown by 
Bo r e l and Lichnerowicz t h a t $(m) i s a L i e subgroup o f the general 
l i n e a r group. I f we r e s t r i c t our a t t e n t i o n o n ly t o those piecewise 
00 
C closed curves a t m which are homotopic to zero we get the r e s t r i c t e d 
holonomy group 3>Q (m) which turns out t o be the i d e n t i t y component 
o f $(m). 
8. 
Ambrose and Singer [1] proved the following theorem about 
holonomy: 
Theorem: The L i e algebra of the holonomy group $(m) i s equal 
to the subspace of l i n e a r endomorphisms of T m(M) spanned by a l l 
elements of the form: 
( T R ) ( X , Y ) = T _ 1 o R ( t X , T Y ) o T 
where X, Y e ^ ( M ) and T i s p a r a l l e l transport along an ar b i t r a r y 
GO 
piecewise C curve T starting at m. 
d) Riemannian Connections: 
Definition (8) A Riemannian (pseudo-riemannian) structure on a C 
manifold M i s a tensor f i e l d g of type (0,2) s a t i s f y i n g : 
(a) g(X,Y) = g(Y,X) for a l l X,Y e 3£ (M) 
(b) for each m e M, g^ i s a positive definite (non-degenerate) 
b i l i n e a r form on T (M) X T (M). 
mv ' m 
/ » CO 
A riemannian (pseudo-riemannian; manifold i s a C manifold 
equipped with a riemannian (pseudo-riemannian) structure. 
The fundamental theorem of riemannian geometry asserts that: 
On a (pseudo-) riemannian manifold there e x i s t s one and only 
one affine connection - the (pseudo-) riemannian connection - V 
sa t i s f y i n g : 
9. 
(a) the torsion tensor i s zero, i . e . V^Y - S7^X = [X,Y] for a l l 
X,Y e £ (M), and 
(b) p a r a l l e l transport preserves the inner product on the tangent 
spaces, i . e . 
V z g = 0 for a l l Z e ^ ( M ) . 
Definition (9) Let M and M be two riemannian manifolds with 
riemannian structures g and g and $ a diffeomorphism of M onto M. 
<t> i s ca l l e d an isometry i f <t>*g = g, i . e . i f for a l l X,Y e 3£ (M) 
(**g)(X,Y) = g(* #X, \Y) = g(X,Y). 
On a riemannian manifold the tensor f i e l d of type (0,h) 
defined by 
R(X,Y,Z,W) = g(R(X,Y)Z,W) 
i s c a l l e d the riemannian curvature tensor f i e l d . I t s a t i s f i e s the 
following symmetry re l a t i o n s : 
R(X,Y,Z,W) = -R(Y,X,Z,W) 
= -R(X,Y,W,Z) 
= R(Z,W,X,Y) . 
A riemannian manifold i s said to be f l a t i f i t s curvature tensor 
vanishes i d e n t i c a l l y . 
10. 
Definition' (10) The R i c c i tensor S of a riemannian manifold with 
riemannian curvature tensor R i s defined as follows: 
S(X,Y) = trace U v-> R(X,U)Y, X,Y,U e T£(M). 
A riemannian manifold with metric g i s said to be E i n s t e i n i f 
S(X,Y) = Xg(X,Y) for some sc a l a r X and a l l X,Y e 3c (M). 
Definition (11) Let p e M and E a 2-dimensional subspace of 
T (M). The sectional curvature K(E) at p i s defined by 3? 
g ( R ( X , Y ) Y , X ) 
K(E) = - £ - 2 - J 
(A(X,Y))2 
where X,Y are two l i n e a r l y independent vectors i n £ and A the area of 
the parallelogram spanned by X and Y. 
1.3 Normal Neighbourhoods 
Definition (12) A neighbourhood V D of the zero vector i n T m(M) i s 
normal i f i t i s s t a r l i k e , i . e . V A e V Q and 0 < s =£ 1, 
sA e V o and i f the mapping exp m i s defined on V 0 ( i . e . V D c D m) 
and i s a diffeomorphism onto some neighbourhood V(m) of m. 
The neighbourhood V(m) = e x I ) m ^ Q c a l l e d a normal neighbourhood 
of m e M. 
The significance of normal neighbourhoods stems out of the 
fact that an a r b i t r a r y point m' i n a normal neighbourhood V(m) can be 
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joined to m i n V(m) by a unique geodesic. S p e c i f i c a l l y m and m' 
can be joined by the geodesic y (t) where A i s a vector for which 
exp A = m1. 
I t has been shown by Whitehead [ l ] that: 
Every- point p Q in a space M with an affine connection has a 
neighbourhood V which i s a normal neighbourhood of each of i t s points. 
Since any two points p and q e V can be connected i n V by a 
unique geodesic i t then follows from Whitehead's theorem that: 
Every point p Q i n a space with an affine connection has a 
neighbourhood V any two points of which can be joined i n V by a 
unique geodesic. Such a neighbourhood "V i s ca l l e d simple convex. 
For p e M l e t {A^J be a basis for T^(M), then there i s a 
l i n e a r isomorphism a : IR n T^(M) defined by 
a = ( a 1 , a 1 1) e 3Rn >-> a^VL . Suppose that 
E = exp o a : IR n M . 
P 
Then the mapping E - 1 i s a diffeomorphism of the normal neighbourhood 
V(p) onto the open set a - 1 ( V 0 ) C ]R n . We s h a l l c a l l the corresponding 
l o c a l coordinates ( y 1 , y n ) at the point P (with coordinate 
neighbourhood V(p)) the normal coordinates (defined by the basis 
{ A 1 ; A^ } ) at the point p. Thus 
12. 
E _ 1 ( q ) = (y'(q), y n ( q ) ) , q e V(p) . 
From t h i s i t follows that, for an a r b i t r a r y vector A = a XA. e T (M), 
3? 
y 1 ( e x p p A) = a 1 . 
Using the property of geodesies that ? A ( S ) = ^sj^^^> ^ t h e n 
follows that every geodesic 7 ^ ( S ) i s expressed i n terms of normal 
coordinates ( y 1 , y 1 1) i n the neighbourhood V(p) by the l i n e a r 
function 
y X ( s ) = a 1 s (1) 
Let *r\ (y) denote the components of affine connection r e l a t i v e 
to the system y 1 of normal coordinates of origin p . Then since 
the d i f f e r e n t i a l equations 
,2 i •, -j • , k 
dry * <ty dy 
d t 2 J k dt dt 
are s a t i s f i e d by y 1 = a 1 t , we have 
+ *r,Jy) = o (2) 
*r\ ( a t ) a ^ a k = 0 Ok 
for a l l values of a 1 . In p a r t i c u l a r at t = 0 (*r"^  )0a?~ei^ = 0 
for a l l a 1 and hence 
( * r j k ) 0 - o ( 3 ) 
I f now the connection i s a metric connection and i f *g.. 
are the components of the metric w.r.t. the normal system ( y 1 ) , then 
a necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition for ( y 1 ) to be a normal 
coordinate system i s (Cf R.W.W. [ l ] , p. 12) 
(*g i d y d ) = ( * g i . ) 0 y d • CO 
l.h Two-point invariant functions 
a) The distance function 
Let W be a simple convex neighbourhood on a riemannian manifold 
M and l e t p D e W. Then any point p e W determines a unique vector 
u e T (M) which i s tangent to the geodesic 7 ( r ) = exp ru and P D ^ P 0 
p = exp u. 
^o 
Let T(w) be the r e s t r i c t i o n to W of the tangent bundle of M. 
We define a map 
CI : T(W) -» IR by ru -> \ r 2 . 
In terms of an allowable coordinate system ( x 1 ) covering W, ^  i s a 
symmetric function of the coordinates ( XQ)> ( X 1 ) °f VQ a n ( i P« 
I f in p a r t i c u l a r we have a normal coordinate system y 1 of origin p c 
and l e t y 1 be the coordinates of p then 
1 1 y = a s 
where * % j a ± a ^ = e> 
the indicator of the geodesic arc (p Q, p ) , and ^ ( p Q , p) = | - e r 2 . 
I f the geodesic arc (p Q, p) i s not n u l l then e ^ 0 and the 
parameter s above i s numerically equal to r, the arc length of 
(Po> P)« Hence 
Q = i e s 2 = i(*g±.)0 r 5 y J • (5) 
Wow 
— ± = (*z±i)0y* = % d y J (6) 
hence 
. . dfl . . dy 
*g — T = y = a s = s (7; 
Sy J ds 
where — i s d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n along (p D, p). 
This i s a tensor equation and therefore r e l a t i v e to any coordinate 
system ( x 1 ) , 
. . dft dx 1 
g 1 J — : = s — . (8) 
dx J ds 
From (6) 
Sy 1 by3 
and hence i n any coordinate system, 
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. . dft dft 
A x f l = g 1 D — r — • = 2ft (9) 
ax 1 d X J 
where A x i s the f i r s t d i f f e r e n t i a l parameter of Beltrami . I n 
(8) p Q i s regarded as fixed and p variable. I f instead p i s kept 
fixed and p Q varied, we get by the symmetry of ft , 
dft dy^ 
dy d ds 
and by virtue of (7) 
an 
/ = - ( g - ) 0 - i do) 
O 
where ( y 1 ) are the normal coordinates of p derived from ( x 1 ) and 
having p Q as origin. 
b) Ruse's Invariant p 
Let ( x 1 ) be an allowable coordinate system covering a simple 
convex neighbourhood W on a riemannian manifold M. Let ft be the 
distance function. For P Q (x """J and P f x 1 ) denote by J the 
determinant 
d 2ft 
dx^ dx J 
and l e t | j | be i t s modulus. 
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Definition (13) Ruse's invariant i s the scalar function 
p : W X W -» H 
given hy 
(p o, p) 6 W x W ^ W d e t (gp) detfgp ) / | j | (11) 
where we take the positive square root. 
I t i s clear that p i s everywhere positive. That i t i s i n 
f a c t a 2-point invariant may be shown (Cf RWW pp.18-19) by considering 
i t s behaviour under a coordinate transformation. 
In terms of normal coordinates ( l l ) reduces to 
p = -Jdet~(*R )~7 det(*g ") = ^ d e t ^ g ^ g " ) (12) 
P P 0 P Q P 
from which i t follows that p -» 1 as p -» p Q . 
The r e l a t i o n between p and fi i s moreover expressed by (Cf RWW. p2l) 
A 2fi = n + ST — log p (13) 
Sx 
where A 2ft i s the laplacian of CI given by 
1 d / . . dfl v 
A 2fi = g 1 J CI = — r g 1 J V|det g| — : . 
> 1 J >T|det g| a x 1 V Sx J / 
1.5 L o c a l l y harmonic riemannian spaces 
00 00 Let U and V be any two C manifolds and l e t <t> and i]r be two C 
17. 
mappings of U into V. We say that t i s a function of i|r or * 
00 
factors through V by i f there e x i s t s a C mapping f of V into 
i t s e l f such that the following diagram commutes} 
V 
i . e . * = f o t 
Definition A riemannian manifold M i s said to be l o c a l l y 
harmonic (denoted by H ) i f one of the following three conditions i s 
s a t i s f i e d for every point P Q e M i n some normal neighbourhood W of 
origin P Q : 
(A) Laplace's equation A 2 u = 0 possesses a non-constant solution 
which i s a function of ft alone. Such a function i s c a l l e d a 
on 
harmonic function/W and u = i|r(ft) i s c a l l e d the elementary function, 
(B) A 2 f i i s a function of ft only, A 2ft = X(ft) c a l l e d the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c function. 
(c) Ruse's invariant i s a function of ft only. 
Proofs that these three conditions are i n fact equivalent are given 
in (RWW pp. 36-^0). I t turns out that i n a harmonic space the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c and the elementary functions s a t i s f y : 
X(ft) = A 2ft = n + 2ft — log p(fl) (lk) 
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and ^ 
p dcu 
m = A / I in/2 , , + B ( 1 5 ) 
where a, A and B are a r b i t r a r y constants. 
From (lk) i t follows that 
n X(oo) - n 
do) (16) 
o 2 a ) 
the constant of integration being determined by the fact that 
p(n) -» 1 as n -> 0. Thus i f any of the functions p(fi), X(ft) 
or i|r(ft) i s known the other two may be determined by the above 
formulae. 
Definition (15) An H n i s simply harmonic i f one of the following 
conditions i s s a t i s f i e d : 
(A») Dr(n) = r A / | f t | ( n " 2 ) / 2 + B (n > 2) 
I A log |ft| + B n = 2 
A,B being a r b i t r a r y constants. 
(B') X(ft) i s a constant. 
(C) p(fi) i s a constant. 
The equivalence of (A') ; (B'), (C) follows from the equivalence 
of (A), (B) and (c) i n d e f i n i t i o n (1*0. The constants i n (B*) and 
(C !) are respectively n and 1 . 
19. 
Mean Value Theorem Willmore [1] 
Let M "be a riemannian manifold with positive definite metric ^ 
p Q e M and N any normal neighbourhood of origin p Q. Let c be a 
positive number small enough that on any geodesic ray emanating 
from p Q there i s a point of N whose geodesic distance i n N from p Q 
i s equal to c. The geodesic sphere S n 1 (p Q, c) of centre p Q and 
radius c i s the (n-l)-hypersurface consisting of a l l points i n N 
at geodesic distance c from p Q. 
Now l e t }i(u: p Q; r ) denote the mean value of a harmonic function 
u over S n ^ (P q; r ) then 
p Q; r ) = f u dV 
n-1 S ( p 0 , r j 
where C 1 ( r ) and dV , denote respectively the volume and volume n-1 n-1 * J 
element of S n - 1 ( p 0 , r ) . 
Theorem (Willmore [ l ] ) : 
M i s harmonic at p 0 G M i f f t n e mean value over every geodesic 
sphere centre p Q of every function harmonic in any neighbourhood 
containing S n - * ( p 0 , r ) i s equal to the value of the function at p Q . 
20. 
1.6 Conditions for harmonic manifolds 
Let ( y 1 ) be a system of normal coordinates of 
origin p Q covering a simple convex neighbourhood W of p Q in an 
ana l y t i c riemannian manifold M. M i s not assumed harmonic for the 
moment. W.r.t. t h i s system: 
A Q = *QL. (17) 
and by (7) we have = y 1 . Therefore 
A f l = t r a c e ( * f i 1 . ) = t r a c e ( o \ + y k ) (18) 
Now *^ J'., are an a l y t i c functions of the ( y 1 ) and admit therefore 
a convergent Maclaurin's se r i e s representation i n a s u f f i c i e n t l y 
small neighbourhood of p : 
^ = 1 jr(A] m m t ) 0 y l . . . y ^ (19) 
p=l P 
where *rx.. (0) - 0 and 
3& 
(20) 
p ^ dy p Sy 
are the affine normal tensors at p D (Veblen [ l ] , p. 89-90). 
I f ( a 1 ) i s the tangent vector at p Q to the geodesic y 1 = a 1 s , where 
s = 0 at p D and ( g . . ) Q a 1 a J = e, then 
21. 
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] R " " P 
I f we now assume M to be harmonic we must have 
A 2fi = X(fi) = ^ Jj- X W ( 0 ) ! f (22) 
m=0 
> ) ( 0 ) e m S 2 m 
/ i 3 . .m! 
m=0 
as n = i e s 2 . 
On putting 
h m = xW(0) / (2 m + 1.m.ml), m = 1,2,3, 
m=l 
(23) 
we get 
oo 
A 2n = X(0) + ^ (2m)h m e m S 2" 1 (2^) 
For a harmonic space (21) and (2^) must be equal and hence by 
equating coefficients of S we get: 
Kk^...*^ ) Q = hm S(gk* «i i 8 i Q J ) 1 2 2m-l l 2 3 2m-2 2m-l 
( A i k f I £ K = 0 m = 1, 2, 3, ••• 
1 J s ii'2--- f2m (25) 
22. 
where S denotes summation over a l l permutations of the free indices. 
Ledger's Formulae, Ledger [ l ] 
Consider a coordinate system ( x 1 ) about P 0 ( X 0 ) e M and l e t 
x 1 = §(x D,y), y 1 = a x s , be the equation of a geodesic a through p Q, 
where ^ 
a 1 = ( • ) and (g. . 1 a 1 s? = e . 
V ds A=o 1 J ° 
Regarding (x"^ ) as fixed, A 2ft becomes a function of the x 1, so i f 
we keep the a 1 constant, we obtain a function of s having for 
s u f f i c i e n t l y small values of |s| the Maclaurin expansion: 
A f t = V — X s r , (26) 2 r! r ' ' 
r=0 
d r 
where X = ( A f t , 
This i s the same as (21) i f we put: 
X = r ( A X . . ) a k a ^ 1 ... a ^ r _ 1 . (27) r x ik£... I ,' v ' 1 r-1 
Hence according to (25) the required conditions for a harmonic manifold 
are: 
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a 2 r/Sa k c ^ 1 ... da 2 r"V ? = ( 2 r ) . (2r) Lh rS(g, ...g, ) 
^ r * Z i *2r-2 * 2 r - l 
and (b^r+^/ Sa^ da^ 1 ... ^ a ^ r ) ^ 2 r + l = ^ * (28) 
Now l e t D denote covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n along a. For any 
tensor of type ( l , l ) 
I I r 1 l n r D T. = T. . a 1 ... a . 
Using matrix notation T = (T^) l e t us denote (D r T^) by T ; and 
l e t us introduce the following matrices: 
A = (^ ) (29) 
and n = (Ilj) = R j ^ a k a f . (30) 
Since the operations of covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n and taking the 
trace commute we get: 
trace [A r] n = [D r trace ft1. ] 
r s=0 ,j s = 0 
= [ D r A 2 Q ] s = 0 = X r . 
A 1 S ° * TT n i k f B k i 
trace II = R ^ a a = R ^ a a , 
where R ^ i s the R i c c i tensor. 
2k. 
By twice d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g the i d e n t i t y 
n 1 Q. . = 2 n 
and r a i s i n g suffixes when appropriate, Ledger obtains, by a 
judicious use of the Ricci i d e n t i t y and Leibniz theorem,the following 
recurrence formulae: 
r-2 
( r + 1)A = r ( r - 1) n _ - Y ( ) A A (51) r r-2 \ q / 1 r _ < l 
q=2 
r 5 2, 
where the matrices A and II are evaluated at p 0 . 
These impose certain conditions on the curvature of a harmonic space 
which we now proceed to investigate. 
1.7 Some consequences of the curvature conditions 
On putting r = 2,3,... we get from (31) at p Q , 
X_ = trace A = % trace II = % R, . a^ a} 2 2 3 ? x.1 
Hence i f the manifold i s H i t then follows from (28) that 
n 
i . e . R^ = k.^  g ^ for some constant kj_ and t h i s demonstrates 
that any H i s Einstein. * n 
25. 
Patting r = 5 i n (31) we see 
| trace II = | R , ~ k ~' ~ m 
3 2 1 2 kJ,m 
and therefore by (28) f o r an H , n 
+ R ^ v + Kv , = 0 (33) 
which i s a consequence of (32). 
Patting r = k i n (31) we get 
\ = t r a c e ( 9 n 2 ~ 2H 2). 
Since trace II = 0 by (32) we get, using (28) 
f o r some constant k 2 . 
For r = 5 we get 
S(R. .' - RP. R j . ) = 0 (35) 
which follows because of (32) and (3^) and thus yields nothing new. 
By the same process we get for r = 6 i n (31)> 
S(32R?. H.qf Rr + 9R?. ' B?. ) = k S(g. . a. .a ) (36) i j q TUr mnp ijq.,m Tt£p,n' 3 v s i j 5mn / w ' 
where k 3 i s constant. 
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The calculation of more such conditions i s straightforward 
but becomes, with larger r, exceedingly laborious. Unless some 
additional properties are enjoyed by the manifold - e.g. l o c a l 
symmetry - the above conditions, essentially (32), (j>h) and (36) 
are almost a l l the tools at our disposal i n dealing with l o c a l l y 
harmonic spaces. As a consequence of them we have: 
Theorem 1 An H i s of constant curvature i f n 
(a) n = 2,3 
(b) H n i s conformally f l a t , i . e . l o c a l l y conformal to a f l a t 
manifold. 
(c) H i s of normal hyperbolic metric. 
Proof (a) For any M2 the curvature K at any point i s given by 
K = R 1 2 1 2 / g = -±R = - | g i d g k* R i J k £ 
Hence, i f M2 i s an H g then from (32) 
R = 2k and thus K = -k . 
By a res u l t of Schouten and Struick [ l ] every Einstein 
3-manifold and also every conformally f l a t n-manifold are of constant 
curvature. This proves (a) for n = 3 and also (b). 
(c) has been proved by Lichnerowicz and Walker [ 1 ] , 
Corollary: A simply harmonic SHn i s l o c a l l y f l a t i f 
(a) n = 2,3. 
Ob) SHn i s conformally f l a t . 
(c) SH i s of normal hyperbolic metric. 
28. 
CHAPTER I I 
SYMMETRIC SPACES 
2.1 Basic facts about Lie algebras 
D e f i n i t i o n ( l ) A Lie group i s a group G -which i s also an analytic 
manifold such that the mapping (gx, g 2) »-» g 1 g 2 1 of G X G -» G i s 
analytic. 
Let G be a Lie group and p e G. The l e f t t r a n s l a t i o n 
Lp : g -» pg of G onto i t s e l f i s an analytic diffeomorphism. A 
vector f i e l d Z on G i s called l e f t invariant i f (L )„ Z = Z f o r 
x p * a pa 
a l l a,p £ G. Given a tangent vector X at the i d e n t i t y X e T e(G), 
there exists exactly one l e f t invariant vector f i e l d X on G such 
that X g = X. X i s necessarily analytic and i s given by 
(Cf Chevalley [ 1 ] , p. 102) 
X = (L )„X . 
P P * 
I t i s easy to see that the sum of two l e f t invariant vector f i e l d s , 
t h e i r bracket and the product of a l e f t invariant vector f i e l d by a 
scalar are again l e f t invariant vector f i e l d s . 
D e f i n i t i o n (2) The Lie algebra g of a Lie group G i s the set of a l l 
l e f t invariant vector f i e l d s on G. As a vector space _g i s 
isomorphic to T (G). 
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More generally l e t ^  be a vector space over a f i e l d K of characteristic 
zero. Then | i s a Lie algebra over K i f there i s given a rule of 
composition (X,Y) -» [X,Y] i n g s a t i s f y i n g : 
(a) [X,X] = 0 for a l l X e _g and 
(b) The Jacobi i d e n t i t y [X,[Y,Z]] + [Y,[Z,X]] + [Z,[X,Y]] = 0 f o r 
X,Y,Z e & . 
The Lie algebra of d e f i n i t i o n (2) i s clearl y a Lie algebra 
over ]R . 
Every A e g generates a global 1-parameter group of transformations 
of G. Indeed i f * i s a l o c a l 1-parameter group of transformations 
generated by A and <f> e i s defined f o r | t | < e, then • a can be 
defined for | t | < e for every a e G and i s equal to La(<t>^e) as <t>^  
commutes with every L a. Since <t> a i s defined for | t | < e f o r every 
a e G , <t>^a i s defined for j t | < «> for every a e G. We set 
a. = <t>,e; then a, = a. a fo r a l l t.s e ]R , and a. i s the 1-parameter t t ' t+s z s ' ' t * 
subgroup of G generated by A. I t i s the unique curve i n G such that i t s 
tangent vector a, at a, i s equal to L A and that a D = e. Denote 
a i = ' ' ' l 6 ^ e x& ^' ^ f°ll° w s that exp tA = a^ . for a l l t . The 
mapping A -» exp A of JJ i n t o G i s the exponential map. 
A vector subspace h c | i s a subalgebra of g i f [h, h] c h and 
i s an idea l i f [h, ^ ] (_h. A li n e a r mapping a : gx -» _g2 i s a Lie 
algebra homomorphism i f a([X,Y]) = [aX, aY] fo r a l l X,Y e gx; 
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CT(g-,) i s a subalgebra of g and the kernel a 1{o} i s an ideal i n g. 
I f a - 1{0 } = {o } then a i s an isomorphism i n t o . 
For X e jr the linear transformation Y [X,Y] of _g 
denoted by ad X s a t i s f i e s : ad([X,Y]) = adXadY - adYadX = [adX,adY] 
i.e. ad i s a Lie algebra homomorphism. Now l e t V be a vector 
space over a f i e l d K and l e t gl(v) denote the vector space of a l l 
endomorphisms of V with bracket operation [A,B] = AB - BA. Then 
0(y) is a Lie algebra over K. Let g be a Lie algebra over K, 
then a homomorphism 
p: s -» gje(v) 
i s called a representation of g on V. In pa r t i c u l a r the mapping 
X i-» adX (X e g) i s a representation of g on g called the adjoint 
representation and i s denoted by adg or simply ad. The kernel of 
adj i s called the centre of g. I f the centre of _g equals _g then 
_g i s said to be abelian. Thus _g i s abelian i f f [g,_g] = {o } . 
The derived series of a Lie algebra _g i s the decreasing 
sequence of ideals D°g, D1g, ... of g defined inductively by: 
D°g = g, D ^ g = [D Pg, D*g] . 
The descending central series o f j i s the decreasing sequence of 
ideals C°g; C1^, ... of j defined inductively by 
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- * £ = [ g , C ^ l . 
Evidently DPg C CPg and D1g = 0 i f f g i s abelian. 
D e f i n i t i o n (3) g is' nilpotent i f CPg = 0 f o r some p. I t i s 
solvable i f DPg = 0 f o r some p. 
Every Lie algebra _g has a unique maximum nilpotent ideal n, 
i.e. a nilpotent i d e a l which contains every nilpotent ideal of _g; 
and a unique maximum solvable ideal r called the r a d i c a l of _g. _g 
i s called semi-simple i f i t s radical i s zero and simple i f i t i s not 
abelian and has no non-zero ideal other than _g i t s e l f . (Cf Jacobson 
[1], p. 2U-26). 
D e f i n i t i o n (U) The K i l l i n g form B of a Lie algebra g i s the 
symmetric b i l i n e a r form on _g defined by 
B(X,Y) = trace adX adY for X,Y e _g. 
I f a i s any automorphism of g, we have adaX = ao adXo ot - 1 and so 
B(aX, aY) = trace(adaX adaY) = trace(a adX adY a - 1 ) 
= trace(adX adY) = B(X,Y). 
Since trace(AB) = trace(BA) f o r any endomorphisms A and B, we 
have, 
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trace(ad[Z,X]adY) = trace((adZ adX - adX adZ)adY) 
= trace((adY adZ - adZ adY)adX) = trace(ad[Y,Z ]adX) 
and thus we have 
B(X,[Y,Z]) = B(Y,[Z,X]) = B(Z, [X,Y]) . 
I f a i s an id e a l of _g, the K i l l i n g form of a i s the r e s t r i c t i o n 
of B to a. For a subalgebra a of g, denote by a 1 the subspace: 
aX = {X e g, B(X,Y) = 0 V Ye a J 
I f a i s an idea l of _g then so i s a . Denoting by n and r the 
maximum n i l p o i n t i d e a l and radical of g respectively, we have: 
£ D £ D EiD £ • 
Equivalent to the semi-simplicity of j are the following conditions 
(Kobayashi and Womizu I I ) 
(1) I t s r a d i c a l r = 0 ( d e f i n i t i o n ) . 
(2) I t s maximum nilpotent ideal n = 0. This i s so because any 
n i l p o i n t i d e a l i s solvable (Jacobson [ 1 ] , p. 25). 
(3) g"1" = 0, i. e . i t s K i l l i n g form i s non-degenerate. This i s 
Cartan's Crit e r i o n for semi-simplicity (Cf Jacobson [ l ] , p.69). 
(k) every abelian ideal of _g i s zero. 
(5) 1 i s isomorphic to the direct sum of semi-simple Lie albegras. 
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(6) Every finite-dimensional representation of g i s semi-simple, 
i . e . completely reducible. 
2.2 Symmetric Spaces 
Let M be an a f f i n e l y connected n-manifold. For x e M the 
symmetry S at x i s an involutive diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood 
X 
of x onto i t s e l f which sends exp X -» exp (-X), X e T (M). 
X 
I f ( x 1 , x n ) i s a normal coordinate system at x then S x sends 
(x 1,...,x n) -» (-x1,..., - x 1 1 ) . The d i f f e r e n t i a l of i s equal 
to - I , the i d e n t i t y transformation on T (M). 
De f i n i t i o n (5) An a f f i n e l y connected manifold M i s said to be 
a f f i n e l y l o c a l l y symmetric i f each x e M has an open neighbourhood 
on which the symmetry S i s an a f f i n e transformation. I f f o r each 
X 
x e M, S^  can be extended to a global a f f i n e transformation of M, 
then M i s called a f f i n e symmetric. 
The d e f i n i t i o n of a f f i n e l o c a l symmetry i s equivalent to the 
vanishing of the torsion tensor and V^ R = 0 f o r a l l Z e ^'(M). 
(Helgason [ l ] , p. 163). 
I t i s known (Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu I I p.22U) that every 
a f f i n e symmetric space i s complete and that a complete simply 
connected a f f i n e l o c a l l y symmetric space i s a f f i n e symmetric. Also 
i f A(M) i s the L ie group of a f f i n e transformations of an a f f i n e 
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symmetric space M and G i t s i d e n t i t y component, then both A(M) 
and G act t r a n s i t i v e l y on M. 
For m e M we define the isotropy subgroup H of G at m by 
H = {g e G|g(m) • m}. 
H i s a closed subgroup of G and the map G/H -» M.given by 
00 
gK H gm i s C , one to one and onto. Thus M may be regarded as 
a homogeneous space G/H. 
D e f i n i t i o n (6) The linear isotropy representation i s the 
homomorphism X : h ( d h ) m °f H into the group of li n e a r 
transformations of T m(M). X . ( H ) = H ' i s called the li n e a r 
isotropy group at m. 
Proposition ( l ) Let M be an a f f i n e symmetric space and G 
the largest connected group of a f f i n e transformations of M. Let 
0 e M and H the isotropy subgroup at 0, so that M = G/H. Let S D 
be the symmetry at 0 and a the automorphism of G given by 
g Y-> S Q e g o S Q _ 1 } g e G. 
Let G^  be the closed subgroup of G consisting of those elements 
fi x e d by a . Then H l i e s between G and i t s i d e n t i t y component. 
Proof See (Kobayashi and Nomizu I I , p. 22*1-). 
In view of the above proposition we give the following 
d e f i n i t i o n : 
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D e f i n i t i o n (7) A symmetric space i s a t r i p l e (G, H, a) where a 
i s an involutive automorphism of a connected Lie group G and H a 
closed subgroup of G ly i n g between Gp and i t s i d e n t i t y component. 
(G, H, a) i s effective i f the largest normal subgroup of G 
contained i n H i s the i d e n t i t y element. 
Given a symmetric space (G, H, a) we construct for each point 
x i n the quotient space M = G/H an involutive diffeomorphism Sx, 
the symmetry at x for which x i s an isolated f i x e d point. For 
the o r i g i n 0 e G/H, S q i s defined to be the involutive diffeomorphism 
of G/H onto i t s e l f induced by the automorphism a of G. To show 
that 0 i s i n fact an isolated f i x e d point of SQ; l e t g(0) be a 
fixed point of SQ, g e G. This means cr(g) e gH. Set 
h = g - 1a(g) e H. Since ah = h, we have 
h 2 = ha(h) = g'MgMg-Vg)) = g~1o(g)a(g-1)g = e. 
I f g i s s u f f i c i e n t l y close to the i d e n t i t y so that h i s also near 
the i d e n t i t y element, then h i t s e l f must be the i d e n t i t y and hence 
a ( g ) = g- Being invariant by a and near the i d e n t i t y element, g 
l i e s i n the i d e n t i t y component of G^  and hence i n H. This implies 
that g(0) = 0. 
For x = g(0) we define 
S g » V g 
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Thus S x i s independent of g such that g(o) = x. Indeed i f 
x = g l ( 0 ) = g2(0) 0 = g" 1 o 5^(0) so that 
sQ = g i 1 g 2 ° s 0 ° sTle± and thus 
_ —1 _ —1 S t » S n S = g o S o g . 
s l O S l B 2 O B 2 
2.3 Transvections 
Let M he an af f i n e symmetric space and T a geodesic j o i n i n g 
two points x, y e M. Then the product of two symmetries and 
S i s called a transvection along T . I f G i s the largest 
y 
connected group of a f f i n e transformations of M and i f we write 
S = g o S o g 1 where x = g» 0, g £ G 
and S y = g'° S QO g' - 1 f o r y = g'» 0, g' e G 
then 
S o S = g o (S . g - 1o g» o. S ) o g' - 1. 
x y ° o ° & o 
On the other hand by d e f i n i t i o n of S we have 
J o 
S Q o g_1<? g'f S q = cr(g-1° g') e G, and thus 
S » S = g o a ( g _ 1 o g ' ) o g , _ 1 e G , 
i.e. every transvection belongs to G whereas a symmetry may not. 
Let us write T = x, 0 ^ t ^ ha with x = x , y = x, and 
t cr J ha 
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consider for each t the symmetries S , S and set 
X t X3t 
f,. = S . S . Then f i s the i d e n t i t y , t x J t x t 
and f (x) = y, which shows that the set of transvections generates a 
a t r a n s i t i v e subgroup of G. 
De f i n i t i o n (8) A symmetric Lie algebra (or involutive Lie algebra) 
i s a t r i p l e (g, h, a) where a i s an involutive automorphism of 
the Lie algebra g and h i s the subalgebra of g 
h = {x G _g| CT(X) = x } . 
(_g, h, a) i s called effective i f h contains no non-zero 
ideal of g. 
We sh a l l use the abbreviation SLA f o r a symmetric Lie algebra. 
To every symmetric space (G, H, a) there corresponds a SLA (jr,h,a) 
where _g and h are the Lie algebras of H and G respectively and the 
automorphism a of g i s that induced by a of G. Conversely i f 
(_g, h, a) i s a SLA and G a connected, simply connected Lie group 
with Lie algebra g, then the automorphism a of g induces an 
automorphism a of G (Cf Chevalley [1], p. 113) and f o r any 
subgroup H l y i n g between G^  and i t s i d e n t i t y component the t r i p l e 
(G, H, a) i s a symmetric space. 
Let (_g, h, a) be a SLA. Since a i s involutive i t s eigen-
values as a li n e a r transformation of _g are 11 , and h i s the 
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eigenspace f o r +1. Let m be the eigenspace for - 1 . Then the 
decomposition 
£ - h + m 
i s called the cannonical decomposition of (g, h, a). Under the 
usual i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of _g with Te(G)^m i s seen to be isomorphic 
to T ^ ^ J C G / H ) under the d i f f e r e n t i a l of the natural projection 
% : G -> G/H , and h = ker dn . 
Proposition (2) 
(a) [h,h] C h 
(b) [h,m] c B 
(c) tm,m] ci h . 
Proof 
(a) holds because h i s a subalgebra. 
(b) Let X e h, Y e m then 
a([X,Y]) = [aX, aY] = [X, -Y] = - [X,Y]. 
(c) Let X,Y € m then 
a([X,Y]) = [oX, aY] = [-X, -Y] = [X,Y], 
The above inclusion relations characterize a SLA i n the following 
sense. Given a Lie algebra _g and a vector space direct sum 
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£ = h + m satisf y i n g (a), (b) and ( c ) , l e t a be the l i n e a r trans-
formation of £ defined by a(x) = X, X e h and a(Y) = -Y, Y £ m. 
Then a i s an involutive automorphism of _g and (_g, h, a) i s a SLA. 
I f G i s moreover effective and semi-simple then we can strengthen 
(c) by [m,m] = h. (Cf Lichnerowicz [ l ] , p.183). 
Proposition (3) Let (G, H, a) be a symmetric space and (g, h, cr) 
i t s SLA. I f J = h + m i s the cannonical decomposition then 
ad(H)m Q m. 
Proof Let X e m, h e H. Then a(adh.X) = ada(h).a(x) = 
adh(-X) = -adh.X . 
2.h The Cannonical connection on a symmetric space 
D e f i n i t i o n (9) Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space on which a 
connected Lie group G acts t r a n s i t i v e l y and e f f e c t i v e l y . We say 
that M i s reductive i f the Lie algebra g of G i s decomposed i n t o a 
vector space direct sum: 
_g = h + m, h (1 m = 0 such that 
ad(H)m £ m. 
The existence and properties of invariant a f f i n e connections 
on homogeneous spaces were studied by Nomizu [1], A generalisation 
of t h i s study has been made by Wang [ l ] . Here we state a 
specialisation to the reductive case of a theorem by Wang [ l ] 
ho. 
(Cf Kobayashi and Nbmizu I I , p.191). 
Theorem ( l ) Let G/H be a reductive homogeneous space with 
cannonical decomposition g = h + m. Then there i s a one to one 
correspondence between the set of G-invariant connections on G/H 
and the set of l i n e a r mappings: 
Am : m -» g£(n, 3R ) such that 
Am(adh(x)) = ad(x(h)) (Am(X)) for X e m, h e H, 
where X denotes the l i n e a r isotropy representation 
H -» GL(n,IR). 
Definition (10) The G-invariant connection on G/H defined 
by Am = 0 i s c a l l e d the cannonical connection (w.r.t. the 
decomposition _g = h + m). 
The torsion and curvature tensors at 0 e G/H of the 
cannonical connection s a t i s f y (Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu, p. 193) 
(1) (T(X,Y)) Q - -fr>Y] m 
(2) (R(X,Y)z) o = -[[X,Y] h, Z] 
(3) VT = VR = 0 
where X,Y,Z e m and [X,Y]^ (resp [X,Y] h) denotes the m (resp. h) 
component of [X,Y] e g . 
Since for a symmetric space [m,m] C h i t follows that the 
in. 
cannonical connection on a symmetric space i s torsion free. More-
over i t i s the only affine connection on M = G/H invariant by the 
symmetries of M. 
Many of the nice properties of the cannonical connection are 
summarized i n the following theorem (Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu. I I , p.231) 
Theorem (2) With respect to the cannonical connection of a 
symmetric space (G, H, a), the homogeneous space M = G/lI i s a 
(complete) affine symmetric space with symmetries 8 x and has the 
following properties: 
(1) T = 0, V R = 0 and R(X,Y)Z = - [ [ X , Y ] , Z ] , X,Y,Z e m 
where m i s i d e n t i f i e d with T (M), 0 being the origin of M. 
(2) For each X e m, p a r a l l e l displacement along 7c(exp tX) 
coincides with the d i f f e r e n t i a l of the transformation exp tX on M. 
( j ) For each X e m, it(exp tX) = (exp tX) o 0 i s a geodesic s t a r t i n g 
from 0; conversely every geodesic from 0 i s of t h i s form. 
(h) Every G-invariant tensor f i e l d on M i s p a r a l l e l . 
(5) The L i e algebra of the l i n e a r holonomy group a with reference 
point 0 i s spanned by { R ( X , Y ) q = adm([X,Y]), X,Y e m] . 
Corollary I f G i s assumed effective and semi-simple then the L i e 
algebra of the r e s t r i c t e d l i n e a r holonomy group coincides with the 
h2. 
L i e algebra of the Linear isotropy group (Cf Lichnerowicz [1], p . l 8 j ) . 
2.5 Riemannian symmetric spaces 
Definition (11) A riemannian manifold M i s c a l l e d riemannian 
l o c a l l y (globally) symmetric i f i t i s affine l o c a l l y (globally) 
symmetric w.r.t. the riemannian connection. 
For each x i n a riemannina l o c a l l y symmetric space the 
symmetry S i s an isometry. From properties of a f f i n e l y symmetric 
spaces i t follows that a riemannian manifold i s l o c a l l y symmetric 
i f f i t s curvature tensor f i e l d i s p a r a l l e l . The properties of 
affine symmetric spaces referred to at the beginning of t h i s chapter 
could e a s i l y be formulated i n the language of riemannian symmetric 
spaces; for instance every riemannian globally symmetric space i s 
complete and a complete simply connected riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric 
space i s globally symmetric. 
Theorem (3) Let (G, H, a) be a symmetric space. A G-
invariant pseudo-riemannian structure on M = G/H, i f there e x i s t s 
any, induces the cannonical connection on M. 
Proof Such a metric i s p a r a l l e l w.r.t. the cannonical connection 
by theorem (2). Since the cannonical connection i s also torsion 
free i t must be the riemannian connection. q.e.d. 
There i s a large c l a s s of symmetric spaces which admit 
invariant pseudo-riemannian structures as shown by: 
Theorem (^ -) Let (G, H, a) be a symmetric space with G 
semi-simple and l e t _g = h + m be the cannonical decomposition. 
The r e s t r i c t i o n of the K i l l i n g form B of _§ to m defines a G-invariant 
pseudo-riemannian metric on G/H by: 
B(X,Y) = g(X,Y) for X,Y e m. 
Proof Since the K i l l i n g form of a semi-simple L i e algebra i s non-
degenerate and invariant by a l l automorphisms of _g, the theorem follows 
from the following 
Lemma Let (g, h, a) be a SLA with cannonical decomposition 
_g=h+m. I f B i s a symmetric b i l i n e a r form on g invariant by a 
then B(h,m) =0. I f B i s moreover non-degenerate, so are i t s 
r e s t r i c t i o n s B, and B to h and m . 
h m — — 
Proof I f X £ h and Y e m then 
B(X,Y) = B(aX,oY) = B(X, -Y) = -B(X,Y) ^ B(h, m) = 0. 
I t i s clear that B i s non-degenerate i f f both B, and B are so. q. e.d. 
Theorem (5) Let M be a riemannian symmetric space, G the 
largest connected group of isometries of M and H the isotropy group 
at a point 0 e M. Let S be the symmetry of M at 0 and a the 
hk. 
involutive automorphism of G defined by g H SQC. goS" 1, g G G. 
Let G^ be the closed subgroup of G consisting of elements l e f t 
fixed by a . Then 
(1) G i s t r a n s i t i v e on M so that M = G/H. 
(2) H i s compact and l i e s between G p and i t s i d e n t i t y component. 
Proof 
(1) Let x,y be any two points of M. Since M i s complete these 
could be joined by a geodesic f ( t ) , 0 =S t *S k&, say. Then as 
before 
f, = S o S defines a 1-parameter 
*C X™, x. 
3t z 
group of transvections along T which i s t r a n s i t i v e since f (x) = y. 
Now S and S being isometries shows that the group of 
X 3 t X t 
transvections i s a subgroup of G and thus G i t s e l f i s t r a n s i t i v e . 
(2) Let l(M) be the group of isometries of M, then I Q(M) the 
isotropy subgroup of l(M) at 0 i s compact (Cf Kobayashi-Nomizu I p.U9), 
Being the iden t i t y component of l(M), G i s closed i n l(M). Hence 
H = G fl I q ( M ) i s compact. 
That H l i e s between G^ and i t s component of the i d e n t i t y follows 
from proposition ( l ) . q.e.d. 
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2.6 Decomposition of Riemannian Symmetric Spaces 
Let M be a connected riemannian manifold with metric g and 
*(x) i t s l i n e a r holonomy group at x e M. Then M i s said to be 
reducible (irreducible) according as <t>(x) i s reducible (irreducible) 
as a l i n e a r group acting on T (M). From the deRham decomposition 
thecr em (Cf Kobayashi and Nomizu I , p. I87) we get the following 
analogous theorem for symmetric spaces. 
Theorem (6) Let M be a simply connected riemannian symmetric 
space and M = MQ X M1 x ... X i t s de Rham decomposition, where 
M i s euclidean and each M. i s irredu c i b l e . Then each M. i s 0 1 1 
riemannian symmetric. 
Another important decomposition of a simply connected 
riemannian symmetric space i s the following 
M = M X M X M, where M i s euclidean o - + o 
and M+ (resp. M_) i s a compact (resp. non-compact) riemannian 
symmetric space. (Cf Helgason [1], p. 208). To achieve t h i s we 
introduce the following defi n i t i o n . 
Definition (12) Let (g, h, a) be a SLA. I f the connected L i e 
group of l i n e a r transformations of g generated by ad (h) i s compact 
then (_g, h, a) i s c a l l e d an orthogonal symmetric L i e algebra (OSLA). 
he. 
Proposition (h) (Kobayashi and Nomizu I I , p. 2^-2^0). 
Let (_g, h, a) be an OSLA with decomposition jg = h + m. Let B be the 
K i l l i n g form of _g. Then 
(A) I f h 0 centre of _g = 0 then B i s negative definite on h. 
(B) I f g i s simple then 
(1) ad(h) i s irreducible on m. 
(2) B i s (negative or positive) definite on m. 
Definition (13) An OSLA (_g, h, cr) with _g semi-simple i s of the 
compact (resp. non compact) type according as the K i l l i n g form B 
of _g i s negative (resp. p o s i t i v e ) definite on m. 
Let (g, h, cr) be an OSLA and suppose (G, H, a) i s the 
symmetric space associated with i t . Then (G, H, cr) i s of the 
compact (non compact) type according to (_g, h, o). A riemannian 
symmetric space M = G/H with a connected semi-simple group of 
isometries i s of the same type as the symmetric space (G, H, cr). 
Theorem (7) (Helgason p. 205) Let (g, h, a) be an OSLA 
with an associated symmetric space (G, H, a) with H connected and 
closed. Let g be an a r b i t r a r y G-invariant riemannian structure on 
G/H. I f (G, H, a) i s of the compact (resp. non compact) type then 
G/H has sectional curvature everywhere ^ 0 (resp. o). 
2.7 Rank of a symmetric space and two-point homogeneous spaces 
Definition (lh) Let M he a riemannian manifold and S a connected 
submanifold of M. S i s said to be geodesic at p e M, i f each 
M-geodesic which i s tangent to S at p i s contained in S. S i s 
t o t a l l y geodesic i f i t i s geodesic at each of i t s points. 
Definition (15) The rank of a riemannian symmetric space M i s the 
maximal dimension of a f l a t t o t a l l y geodesic submanifold of M. 
Theorem (8) (Helgason p.210) Let M be a riemannian 
symmetric space of the compact or non-compact type of rank I . 
Let A, A' be two f l a t t o t a l l y geodesic submanifolds of M of 
dimension I . 
(1) Let g e A, q 1 e A'. Then there exists an element x e G 
such that x.A = A' and x.q = q*. 
(2) Let X e T^(M). Then there e x i s t s k e G such that 
k.q = q and dk(x) e T^(A). 
(3) A and A' are closed topological subspaces of M. 
There i s another equivalent d e f i n i t i o n of rank which i s 
algebraic. For t h i s we need to define a Cartan subalgebra h of 
a semi-simple L i e algebra _g; h i s a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of _g such that for each H e h,ad(H) i s semi-simple, i . e . each of 
i t s invariant subspaces has a complementary invariant subspace. 
U8. 
I t i s known that every semi-simple L i e algebra has a Cartan 
i f 
subalgebra and that/h 1 and h 2 are two Cartan subalgebras of g; then 
there i s an automorphism a of _g such that crt^ = h . In 
p a r t i c u l a r a l l Cartan subalgebras of a semi-simple L i e algebra 
have the same dimension. 
Definition (16) Let M = G/H. be a riemannian symmetric space 
with cannonical decomposition j = h + m of i t s OSLA. Since m 
i s semi-simple (the K i l l i n g form being non-degenerate on m) i t 
has a Cartan subalgebra of dimension l } say. Then 1 i s the 
rank of M. 
Definition (17) A riemannian manifold i s two-point homogeneous 
i f for any two point pair s (p x, p 2 ) , (<l1} q 2) e M s a t i s f y i n g 
d ( P i ^ P 2 ) = ^(IJL^ 1 2 ) _ there i s an isometry g of M such that 
s-v± = q.i- i = 1,2. 
Theorem (9) Let M be a riemannian symmetric space of rank 
one. Then M i s two-point homogeneous. 
Proof Write M = G/H where H i s compact. The symmetric space 
(G, H, a) i s then either euclidean, i n which case M = 3R or S 1 or 
else i s of the compact or non-compact type. We thus invoke 
theorem (8), with I = 1 and the conclusion immediately follows, q.e.d. 
Two-point homogeneous spaces have been c l a s s i f i e d completely 
**9-
by Wang [2] i n the compact case and T i t s i n the non-compact case. 
The r e s u l t s show that the two-point homogeneous spaces are the 
euclidean spaces the c i r c l e S 1 and the symmetric spaces of rank one 
of the compact and non-compact type. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
JACOBI VECTOR FIELDS 
3.1 Variations 
Let M be an n-dimensional riemannian manifold and y : I -* M 
an a r b i t r a r y segment of a regular curve i n M with end points 
p = rCtj^) and q = 7 ( t 2 ) . Let G denote the subset of the plane ]R 2 
consisting of a l l points (t,e) for which 
t ^ e ) t « t 2 ( e ) 
- £o < e < eo > Go > °> 
where t 1 ( e ) , t ( e ) are C°° functions defined for |e| < eQ such 
that: 
t x ( e ) < t 2 ( e ) , t j o ) = tlf t 2 ( 0 ) = t 2 . 
Definition ( l ) The surface 
* : G -» M 
i s c a l l e d a va r i a t i o n of y i f the curve $Q{t) = <t>(t,0) = 7 ( t ) . 
Every var i a t i o n * defines on M two (not necessarily regular) 
bounding curves: 
V £ ) = O a n d = * ( t 2 ( e ) , e), 
passing through the points p and q respectively. 
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I f these curves are degenerate, i . e . * ( e ) = P> *q^ e) = 1 ^ o r 
|e| < eQ} then the surface * defines a variation with fixed end 
points. 
There are two vector f i e l d s on M defined "by the variation 
~ (t,e) and ~ (t,e) for (t.e) e G. 
ot de 
In p a r t i c u l a r at each point of j(t) we have the vector f i e l d s : 
(t,0) = y(t), the tangent vector f i e l d to y{t), 
ot 
and 
(t,0) = X ( t ) , c a l l e d the vector f i e l d associated with 
oe 
the variation <t> . 
At the end points p and q we have: 
y o ) = t j o ) i(t±) + x ( t x ) 
* q(0) = t 2 ( 0 ) 7 ( t 2 ) + X ( t 2 ) . 
Thus i f <t> i s a variation with fixed end points, 
X ( t x ) - - t J O ) 7 ( t x ) 
X ( t 2 ) = - t 2 ( 0 ) 7 ( t 2 ) . 
I n p a r t i c u l a r i f G C I R 2 i s a rectangle t1(e) = tx, t 2 ( e ) = t 2 
for a l l |e| < eQ and * an a r b i t r a r y variation with fixed points: 
X ( t J = x ( t 2 ) = 0. 
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3.2 Jacobi Variations 
We r e c a l l that an a f f i n e l y connected manifold i s complete i f 
geodesies are defined for the whole range of the affine parameter or 
equivalently i f the exponential mappings exp m are globally defined 
on each tangent space. 
I n what follows we assume that M i s a complete riemannian 
manifold. Let y : IR -» M be an a r b i t r a r y non-degenerate 
maximal geodesic i n M. 
The variation 
<1> : IR X I -» M, I = (-e Q, e Q ) for some e Q > 0 
of the geodesic y i s c a l l e d a Jacobi v a r i a t i o n i f for each e e l 
the curve 
$ e ( t ) = $(t}~e')~j t e E i s a geodesic and 
• Q ( t ) = 7 ( t ) . 
For each fixed t e IR the Jacobi v a r i a t i o n * defines a smooth curve o 
<x(e) = • (e) = 4>(t0, e ) , e e l , 
and a vector f i e l d 
A(e) = ~ ( t o ; e) e e l 
on the curve ot(e). Since 
A(e) = *„(t„) e e l 
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the vector A(e) uniquely determines the geodesic * £ ( t ) for 
ar b i t r a r y e e l . Hence a Jacobi variation i s uniquely determined 
by the curve oc(e) and the f i e l d A(e) along i t . These are related 
to / ( t ) at t Q by: 
«(0) = 7 ( t Q ) , A(0) = 7 ( t Q ) . (1) 
These conditions are not only necessary but also s u f f i c i e n t for 
the curve cc(e) and the f i e l d A(e) to determine a Jacobi variation * 
of the geodesic j(t). That i s for an a r b i t r a r y smooth curve a(e) 
i n M and an a r b i t r a r y vector f i e l d A(e) on oc(e) which are related 
to 7 ( t ) by (1), there e x i s t s a Jacobi variation * of y such that 
oc(e) = * ( t 0 , e) and A(e) = — ( t D , e ) . 
The variation i s given by: 
<t>(t, e) « ^a(e) A ( e ) ^ ' ^ e T n a x^ m a^- geodesic through 
the point a(e) with i n i t i a l tangent vector A(e). Thus for each e 
the variation may be regarded as the image under e x p a ^ of the 
ray t -» tA(e) in T . .(M) into M, i . e . 
oc(e; 
<t>(t,e) = e x p a ( e ) ( t A(e)) . (2) 
Definition (2) A vector f i e l d X(t) along a geodesic 7 ( t ) i s a 
Jacobi f i e l d i f there e x i s t s a Jacobi variation $ of y such that 
X ( t ) = — (t.O) for every t e IR, i . e . X ( t ) i s associated with a oe 
5*. 
I t follows from the above discussion that: 
Proposition ( l ) An a r b i t r a r y Jacobi f i e l d X ( t ) along a geodesic 
y{t) i s uniquely determined by giving a curve oc(e) and a vector 
f i e l d A(G) along i t s a t i s f y i n g ( l ) . 
Consequently for any two vectors A,B e T / \(M) there 
n V 
e x i s t s on the geodesic y(t) a Jacobi f i e l d X(t) such that 
VX B (3) 
where — denotes covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n along 7 . 
To construct t h i s f i e l d i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to construct a curve 
oc(e) such that 
«(0) = 7 ( t Q ) , a(0) = A 
and to construct on t h i s curve a vector f i e l d A(e) such that 
A(0) = 7 ( t 0 ) , H (0) = B, 
and then obtain the Jacobi variation ( 2 ) . 
We then see that, 
x(t o) = oc(0) = A e=0 
t=t. 
and 
VX 
dt ( t 0 ) = dt (t,e) 
6=0 t=t. 
VA 
dt (0) = B. 
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Theorem ( l ) A vector f i e l d X along 7 ( t ) i s a Jacobi f i e l d 
i f f 
£|;*(t> + > V ( t ) ( x ( t ) < ' ( t ) ) ' ( t ) - 0 (<0 
Proof Let <t>(t,e) be the Jacobi variation with which the f i e l d 
X ( t ) i s associated. On the surface <t>(t,e) we have the operators 
V V 
and ^ of covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w.r.t. the parameters t 
and e respectively. The vanishing of the torsion tensor implies 
3<t> a<i> that the vector f i e l d s -r- and ^- s a t i s f y : ot OG 
TtTe (t>e) TeTt (t>e) (*} 
since de' St <f> = 0. 
Also the curvature tensor f i e l d s a t i s f i e s 
Se 5t at de = R 
a* a* 
*(t,e) V a e ; at 
(-X-X-) 
a<t> , * 
which applied to the f i e l d ^ ( t , e j gives 
V V a«t>/. ^ V V a<|> f x 
ai at TtKt' € ) ' at ai at ( t ' £ ; = R •(t,0 ( I ( t ' e ) ' It* ( t' e ) )t? (t'e)' 
Because of (*) this i s equivalent to: 
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JiL v £!* c+- ^ $1 r+ \ 
Be St St { t > e ) St St S£ 1 ' e ; ~ 
R<t>(t,e) (1 C*'6)' "I ^ )|t ^ 
Setting e = 0 and since ~ (t,0) = j(t) and — (t,0) = X ( t ) , 
we get 
- | b f b x ( t ) - V t ) ( x ( t ) > ? ( t ) ) * ( t ) ' 
since -JJ: 7 ( t ; = 0. 
On the other hand l e t A 1 ( t ) , . A n ( t ) be a linear frame 
along y(t) and l e t X 1 ( t ) denote the components of X(t) w.r.t. t h i s 
frame. Equation (h) would thus be equivalent to a system of n 
ordinary second order d i f f e r e n t i a l equations for the unknown 
functions X L ( t ) . X n ( t ) . By appealing to the theorem on the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to such a system^ every 
solution of (h) and i n p a r t i c u l a r every Jacobi f i e l d i s uniquely 
determined by the values at t = t D of X^"(t) and But 
obviously these values are uniquely determined by conditions (3)> 
which by themselves determine a unique Jacobi f i e l d . q.e.d. 
Corollary The space e(y) of a l l Jacobi f i e l d s along y i s 2n-
dimensional - t h i s being the space of solution of (h-) which i s 
l i n e a r . 
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Of p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t are the Jacobi f i e l d s i n e(y) that 
vanish at a point 7 ( t Q ) . The space of such f i e l d s we denote by 
ef (/). 
^o 
e t (7) = {X e e( 7)|x(t 0) = O} . 
Since (3) uniquely determines X(t) e 5(7) i t follows that for a 
VX non-zero X( t ) e e (7), — ( t Q ) ^ 0. Thus the mapping 
o 
VX 
X(t) -» — ( t Q ) i s an isomorphism of (7) onto j(M). 
In p a r t i c u l a r dim (e (7)) *= n. 
to 
By (2) a f i e l d X(t) e e, (7) i s associated with a vari a t i o n 
V 
*(t. e ) having a degenerate bounding curve <*(e) = 7 ( t ) f o r 
a l l e } i . e . 
4>(t,e) = exp 7 ( j ( t A(e)) 
In t h i s case the va r i a t i o n factors through j(M), 
(5) 
* = e x P 7 ( t 0 ) o S (5') 
where S i s a rectangle i n T /, \(M). Hence X e e (7) would arise 
7 \ t D j t D 
as the image under (exp /, x ) ^ of a vector f i e l d Y ( t ) along the 
ray p i n T \(M) which goes i n t o 7(b) under exp /. \. I f 7 \ t 0 ; 7 l . t 0 ; 
(5) we take the f i e l d A(e) to be l i n e a r i n e , 
m 
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A(«) - 7 ( t 0 ) +eft ( t c ) , 
then the rectangle S i n (5*) would be 
S(t,6) = t ( 7 ( t D ) + ( t Q ) ) , (6) 
and * ( t , e ) = exp^ j o S ( t , e ) (6 J) 
so that 
X(t) = ( e x p 7 ( t j Y ( t) (7) 
De f i n i t i o n (3) A linear homogeneous vector f i e l d along a ray p 
in Tm(M) i s a curve Y above p i n T(T m(M)) - the tangent bundle to 
T m(M) - such that Y(o) = 0 and Y"(o) = 0 ( d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i s possible 
here since T (M) i s a linear space), m 
For every Z Q e T 0(T m(M)) there i s a unique linear homogeneous 
vector f i e l d Y(t) such that Y'(0) = ZQ. From the above construction 
of S we have: 
I f X ( t ) i s a Jacobi f i e l d along y(t) = exp mo p whielwvani'shes 
at m, and Y i s the linear homogeneous vector f i e l d along p such 
that 
I (0) - ( e x p ^ . l (0) 
X(t.) . ( o p , ) , Y ( t ) . (7') 
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3.3 Some Properties of Jacobi Fields 
Let 7 ( t ) be an a r b i t r a r y geodesic i n a riemannian manifold 
M; then there are two Jacobi f i e l d s admitted i n a natural way by 
y(t): one i s given by ? ( t ) and the other i s t ? ( t ) . This l a t t e r 
we denote by j(t). I t i s t r i v i a l to v e r i f y that y(t) and y(t) 
s a t i s f y Jacobi's equation. 
Proposition (2) Every Jacobi f i e l d X along a geodesic 7 i n a 
riemannian manifold can be uniquely decomposed i n the following form: 
X(t) = a / ( t ) + b r ( t ) + Y ( t ) 
where a., b are re a l numbers and Y(t) i s a Jacobi f i e l d along 7 ( t ) 
everywhere orhtogonal to 7 ( t ) . 
Proof Let g be the riemannian metric on M and assume that 
7 ( t ) i s parameterized by i t s arc length. Set 
a = g(y(o), X(0)) 
b - 8 ( 7 ( 0 ) , ^ (0)) 
Y = X - ay - b7 . 
A 
Since X, y, 7 s a t i s f y the Jacobi equations so does Y. 
From the Jacobi equations f o r Y we get: 
g( Y, 7 ^ + g(R(Y, y)y, 7) = 0 
\ d t 2 / 
6o. 
The 2nd term vanishes by the skew-symmetry of R(Y, 7), hence the 
f i r s t term also vanishes. From — 7 = 0 and Vg = 0 we get 
d 2 2 V VY V 2 
— 7 g(Y,7) = g(Y,7) = ~ g( — , 7) - g( Y, 7) = 
d t 2 d t 2 dt dt d t 2 
Thus 
g(Y, 7) = At + B, A,B are some constants. 
Since 7(0) = 0, we have 
B = g(Y(0), 7(0)) = g(X(0), 7(0)) - ag(H0), 7(0)) 
= a - a = 0. 
vi vA v A , x vx • / \ , \ Now — = - b — 7 ( t ) = ~ - b 7 ( t ) as 7 ( t ) i s a geodesic. 
Hence 
A = i g C T , 7 ) l t = s 0 = g ( l ( 0 ) , 7 ( 0 ) ) - b g ( 7 ( 0 ) , 7(0) ) 
= b - b = 0. 
Thus g(Y, 7) = 0 and Y i s orthogonal to 7 everywhere. 
To prove uniqueness l e t 
X(t) = aj + b x7 + Z 
be another decomposition of X such that Z i s orthogonal to 7 . 
For each t we have 
X(t) = (a + b t ) y(t) + Y(t) = (a x + b j t ) j(t) + Z ( t ) . 
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Since both Y ( t ) and Z ( t ) are orthogonal to / ( t ) we have 
a + bt = a 1 + b j t , Y ( t ) = Z ( t ) 
and hence a - a x, b - h±, and Y = Z. q.e.d. 
Corollary ( l ) I f X(t) i s orthogonal to y(t) at two points then 
i t i s orthogonal to i t at a l l points of 7 . 
Proof Suppose X(t) orthogonal to 7 ( t ) at t a s, and t = r, 
r 4 s. Write 
X(t) = a 7 ( t ) + b r ( t ) + Y(t) 
with a,b and Y as above. Then at t = r} 
0 = g(X(r), 7 ( r ) ) = (a + br) g(j(r), j(r)) = a + br 
s i m i l a r l y a + bs = 0 and since r 4 s we must have a = b = 0. q.e.d. 
Corollary (2) I f X ( t ) e €Q{y) i s orthogonal to 7 ( t ) at any one 
point 7 ( s ) , s?£0, then X(t) i s orthogonal to 7 ( t ) at a l l points of 
7 ( t ) . 
Proof For such a f i e l d the scalar a occurring i n the decomposition 
i s necessarily zero. Also orthogonality of X(t) to 7 ( t ) at t = s 
implies that 
a + bs = 0, hence a = b = 0. q.e.d. 
Since the behaviour of the 7-component i s known i t i s 
s u f f i c i e n t to study those Jacobi f i e l d s which are orthogonal to 7 
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Proposition (3) For X,Y e £{7), 
g( X> H ) ~ g ( l f ' Y ) =constant (8) 
Proof 
d / VY \ /VX VY / V 2Y 
— g ( X, — ) = g I —, — + g ( X, 
dt \ dt ' ^ dt dt / \ d t 2 
( I t ) " g ( X ' R ( Y > ^ ' y ) b y J a c o b i 
equations f o r Y. Similarly 
d /VX „ N /VX VY \ ,v n f v • x 
dt g ( , d t > Y J = g ( , d t ' at ; " g ( Y ' R ( x > 7 ) 7 > 
and since 
g(X, R(Y,7)7) = g(Y, R(X, y)y ), we get 
^ ( g ( x , l ) - g ( l , y ) ) = 0 
and hence (8). q.e.d. 
Corollary ( l ) For X, Y e e (7) 
3A Conjugate Points 
D e f i n i t i o n (k) Let 7 ( t ) be a geodesic i n M. Two points 7 ( t Q ) and 
7 ( t 1 ) are said to be conjugate to each other along 7 i f there 
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exists a non-zero Jacobi f i e l d X ( t) which vanishes at both points, 
i . e . i f the subspace 
£+. f (?) = e (7) n e (7) C e ( 7 ) 
^ o ^ i . o. ^1. 
i s not empty. 
De f i n i t i o n (g) The index \{y; t Q , t 1 ) of the pair 7 ( t Q ) and 7 ( t ) 
as conjugate points i s the dimension of the subspace e (7). 
We now give aninterpretation of conjugate points d i r e c t l y i n terms 
of the map e x ^ : T m(M) -» M. 
D e f i n i t i o n (6) A point u e ^ m(M) i s called a conjugate point of 
m i n T (M) i f exp i s singular at u ( i . e . i f the Jacobian matrix m -^m 
of exp m i s singular at u ) . 
Proposition (k) I f u e T m(M) i s a conjugate point of m i n T^(U)} 
then n = exp mu e M i s a conjugate point of m along the geodesic 
7 ( t ) = exp^tu, 0 ^ t ^ 1. Conversely every conjugate point of m 
can be thus obtained. 
Proof I f X i s conjugate to m i n Tm(M) then (exp m)^_ i s singular 
at u. Let Y € T (T (M)), Y ?! 0 be a vector such that (exp ) Y=( u mv r K m *u 
Let Y be the associated constant vector f i e l d on T (M). [Y i s 
m 
defined as follows: 
v e T ( H l - > Y = T](Y), where m v v ' 
Ti : T (M) -» T (T (M)) i s the natural 'v nr ' v v nr " 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the two tangent spaces. I f e ^ e n i s a 
6k. 
basis of T (M) and wn, .... w i t s dual basis and i f Y = 2 a.e. nr ' 1' ' n I I - ^ then Y = E a. ( ) ] . i dw. l 
Then the f i e l d (exp^J^tY i s a n o n - t r i v i a l Jacobi f i e l d along y(t) 
which vanishes at m(t = 0) and n = exp^u ( t = l ) . Conversely l e t 
Z be a n o n - t r i v i a l Jacobi f i e l d along y{t) = exp^tu such that 
Z(0) = Z(l) = 0. Let A = V Z e T (M) and l e t A be the associated 
u irr 
constant f i e l d on T (M). Let 
Z ( t ) = ( e x p m ) * t A , then 
V Z = V [t(exp )„ A] u u m * 
= (exp )„ A + t V [(exp )„ A] . At t = 0. 
V Z(0) = (exp )„ A = A = V Z. since at 0 u ^ i r r * u ' 
(exp m)^. A Q = A. Thus by the uniqueness of Jacobi 
f i e l d s Z = Z; hence 
Z(l) = (exp )„ A = 0 . Since Z i s non t r i v i a l 
A 4 0 and thus exp m i s singular at u. 
Proposition (U) establishes the equivalence of the two 
de f i n i t i o n s of conjugate points. By v i r t u e of i t we have an 
equivalent d e f i n i t i o n for the index of a conjugate point i n the 
tangent space. 
De f i n i t i o n (7) The index of u e T (M) as conjugate to m i n T (M) s— m m 
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i s equal to the dimension of the space: 
9 = kerfexp )„ at u. u _m * 
Going back to equation (7*) we see that i f u e T (M), where m 
m = 7(0) then every Z e T (T (M)) determines a Jacobi f i e l d 
u u^ mv 
X ( t ) e 6 (7 ( t ) ) . The linear mapping o u 
J : Z^ -> X(t) i s easily seen to be b i j e c t i v e and 
maps 0 onto e„ Ay ( t ) ) . * u o , i v / u v ' 
Define T ' (u) = (0), X e e 0 j l ( 7 u ( t ) ) | (10) 
and l e t T' (U) be the space generated by T 1(u) and u. Let T 2(u) 
[resp. T 2 ( u ) ] denote the orthogonal compliment of T*(u) (resp.T*(u)). 
Then we have (Cf Allamigeon [l]) 
T 2(u) = {X(0), X e e i ( 7 u ( t ) ) and g(x, y) = O) - ( l l ) 
and T 2(u) = {X(0), X e £ ; L ( 7 u ( t ) ) } (12) 
To demonstrate (12) l e t X e e (7 ( t ) ) and Y e e ,(7 ( t ) ) then 
1 u °> 1 u 
g ( l (0), X ( 0 ) ) = ( 1 (0), Y ( 0 ) ) = 0 
but dim({x(0), X e ejyjt))}) = d i m ^ (yjt))) - dim(e^ x ( 7 u ( t ) ) ) 
= n - dimfT^u) = dim(T 2(u)). 
Similarly for (11). 
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The value of the concept of conjugate points i s conditioned 
by the following assertion. (Cf Hicks p. 1^7)• 
Proposition (5) I f two points 7 ( t Q ) and 7 ( t ) are not 
conjugate along 7 ( t ) , then f o r a r b i t r a r y vectors 
A G T /, \(M), B G T ^(M) there exists a unique 7 ( t o r 
Jacobi f i e l d X ( t) 6 e(j) such that 
X ( t Q ) = A and X ^ ) = B. 
I t i s well known (Cf for instance Milnor [ l ] , p. 82) that i f 
7 ( t ) i s a geodesic i n M then there i s a neighbourhood ( - 0 , 5) of 0 
such that i f t e (-5, 5) then 7 ( t ) i s not conjugate to 7(0) along 7. 
Moreover the set of points conjugate to 7(0) along the entire geodesic 
7 has no cluster points. 
Now l e t u G T m ( M ) a n d l e t 7("t) = e xP m t u> 0 « t < 00 be a hal f 
geodesic issuing from m. Since exPm i - s non-singular at the o r i g i n 
of T m(M), there i s a positive number, say a, such that there i s no 
conjugate point of m on 7 ( t ) , for 0 =£ t ^  a. I f there are 
conjugate points of m on 7 ( t ) , l e t 
S = { r > 0, 7 ( r ) i s a conjugate point of m along 7 ( t ) , 
0 ^ t =S r } . Let s = i n f S. Since exp m i s singular 
at ru, i t i s singular at su, i.e. 7(s) i s a conjugate point of m. 
We c a l l 7(s) the f i r s t conjugate point of m along 7 and denote by 
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L (7) the distance of j(s) from m = 7(0). The t o t a l i t y of a l l such s 
points 7(s) along a l l h a l f geodesies issuing from m i s called the 
f i r s t conjugate locus or the residual locus R^  of m; i t s complement 
CR i s a maximal normal neighbourhood of m. I f m' e CR then there m m 
exists only one minimal geodesic j o i n i n g m to m1. The significance 
of the residual locus stems from the fact that: 
Proposition (6) A geodesic 7 issuing from m does not minimize 
distance from m beyond the f i r s t point conjugate to m. 
A proof of t h i s proposition (Cf Ambrose [l]) depends on 
considerations of the f i r s t and second variations of arc length. 
Let c : [a,b] -» M be any piecewise smooth curve i n M then the arc 
length of c i s 
piecewise C curves from m = 7 ( a ) to n = 7 ( b ) . A geodesic segment 
7 ( t ) a ^ t ^ b i s minimal i f 
b 
1(c) 
a 
We define the distance d on M X M -» ]R U { + «>} by 
d(a,b) = i n f L ( c ) , where r(a,b) i s the set of a l l 
c e T(a,b) 
L ( 7 ) = d ( / ( a ) , 7 ( b ) ) . 
Closely related to the concept of conjugate point i s that of 
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a cut point. Let / ( t ) , 0 < t < oo be a h a l f geodesic issuing from 
m = 7(0). Let A be the set of positive numbers s such that the 
segment of 7 ( t ) from m to 7(s) i s minimal. I f s e A and t < s then 
then t e A; and i f r i s a positive number such that every positive 
number s < r l i e s i n A then r e A. Thus A i s either of the form 
A = (0, 00) and we say that there i s no cut point of m along 7 } or 
else A = (0,r] for some r > 0 and we c a l l 7 ( r ) the cut point of m 
along 7 . The t o t a l l i t y of cut points to m along a l l h a l f 
geodesies issuing from m i s called the cut locus C(m) of m. I t 
i s immediate from the d e f i n i t i o n that the f i r s t conjugate point along 
a geodesic always occurs before or simultaneously with the cut point. 
There are instances however where the f i r s t conjugate locus coincides 
with the cut locus as i n the case of simply connected riemannian 
symmetric spaces, (Crittenden [ 1 ] ) . 
I f m' = 7 ( r ) i s the cut point of m = 7(0) along 7 ( t ) then 
either m' i s the f i r s t point conjugate to m along 7 or there exist 
at least two minimizing geodesies j o i n i n g m to m1. (Kobayashi 
and Nomizu I I p. 96). 
Corresponding to the cut point m' of m along 7 ( t ) we consider 
the vector X e T (M) such that m 
7 ( t ) = exp tX and m' = exp X : m 
we c a l l X the cut point of m i n T (M) corresponding to m1. 
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3.5 Jacobi f i e l d s and Curvature 
By considering the Jacobi equations i t i s natural t o expect 
a close r e l a t i o n between the curvature of M and the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
conjugate points on M, i f there exists any. In the case of 
manifolds with non-positive sectional curvature we have: 
Proposition (7) Let M be a complete riemannian manifold with non 
positive sectional curvature and p any point i n M. Then M contains 
no points conjugate to p. 
Proof Let 7 be a geodesic issuing from p and X a Jacobi f i e l d along 
7, then 
5? X + R(X, 7)7 = 0: so that 
v f 
dt X, X = -g(R(X, 7)7 , X) ^ 0. 
Therefore 
d / VX „ \ / V 2X „ \ . /VX VX 
dt H * t ' x ) • g l T t > x J + H i t * i t ) 2 8 °-
Thus the function g ^ ^  i s monotone increasing, and s t r i c t l y 
VX 
so i f 4 0. I f X vanishes both at p and q = 7 ( r ) , r > 0, say, 
then the function g ^ ^T> X ^  also vanishes at p and q and hence 
must vanish i d e n t i c a l l y throughout the i n t e r v a l [ 0 , r ] . This 
VX 
implies that X(0) = = 0 so that X i s i d e n t i c a l l y zero. q.e.d. 
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Theorem (2) (Cartan-Hadamard) Let M be a complete riemannian 
manifold with non-positive sectional curvature and l e t p e M. Then 
the pair (T (M), exp ) i s a covering manifold of M. In p a r t i c u l a r 
O J) 
i f M i s simply connected then M i s diffeomorphic to ]R n. 
Proof I t follows from proposition (7) that M has no conjugate points 
and hence fo r each p e M the mapping e xPp : T^(M) -» M i s regular. 
Let us furnish T (M) with the riemannian structure induced from M P 
via exp.p. With t h i s structure T^(M) i s complete - the geodesies 
through the o r i g i n i n T (M) being straight l i n e s . The theorem then 
follows from the following lemma due to Ambrose ([2], p. 360). 
Lemma Let V and W be two riemannian manifolds, V complete and * 
a d i f f e r e n t i a b l e mapping of V onto W. I f di>v i s an isometry f o r 
each v e V. Then (V,<t>) i s a covering space of W. q.e.d. 
Manifolds with s t r i c t l y positive curvature form a subject of 
considerable i n t e r e s t . By the study of conjugate points and the 
cut locus on them some insight i s gained in t o t h e i r topology as 
exemplified i n the work of Myers, Klingenberg, Rauch and Berger. 
Of the e a r l i e s t results i s the following theorem o r i g i n a l l y due to 
Bonnet who proved i t f o r surfaces: 
Theorem (3) (Bonnet) Let M be a riemannian manifold and K(2) 
the sectional curvature of a p l a i n section £ tangent to a geodesic 
/ ( t ) i n M. I f 
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0 < k D < K(E) $ k x 
f o r a l l such planes £ , where k 0 and k x are positive constants, 
then the distance d along y(t) of any two consecutive conjugate 
points s a t i s f i e s : 
V =S d s= %/ >Tk0 . 
Bonnet theorem follows immediately from the comparison 
theorem of Rauch (Rauch [l]) which relates the length of Jacobi 
f i e l d s on manifolds to t h e i r respective sectional curvatures. 
Theorem (h) (Rauch) Let M and N be n-dimensional riemannian 
manifolds with metrics g and h respectively. Let a(t) (resp. T ( t ) ) , 
a =S t ^ b be a geodesic i n M (resp. N) and X (resp. Y) a non-zero 
Jacobi f i e l d along a (resp. T) and orthogonal to i t , which vanishes 
at t = a. Assume further: 
(1) 111 M l = 111 (a) || , 
(2) a(a) (resp. f ( a ) ) has no conjugate point on a(t) (resp. T ( t ) ) 
for a ^ t ^ b , 
(3) for each t £ [a,b] i f £ i s a plane i n the tangent space at 
a(t) and TU a plane i n the tangent space at f ( t ) , then 
where K^(£) an<3- ^-p^71) a r e ^ e sectional curvatures f o r £ i n M and 
7t i n N resp. 
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Then we have 
g(X(t), X(t)) ^ h(Y(t), Y(t)) for every t e [a,b] . 
Theorem (3) then follows from theorem (h) i f we take M to be 
the sphere of radius k and N to be M of theorem (3), and i f we 
then take N to be the sphere of radius k . 
r o 
I f we further assume that M is a connected complete riemannian 
manifold then Bonnet theorem immediately implies that M is a compact 
manifold whose diameter is at most Tt/«/k0. (Myers [ l ] ) . 
3.6 Jacobi fields and globally harmonic manifolds 
The technique of Jacobi fields was successfully used by 
Allamigeon ([1], [2]) i n the study of harmonic manifolds. This 
enabled him to obtain in a harmonic manifold M certain fibrations 
of geodesic spheres i n Tm(M) by spheres and then show that X 
must be equal to 1, 3 or J} by virtue of the following: 
Theorem I f the sphere Sn i s differentiably fibred by 
compact connected fibres F then F is homeomorphie to S1, S3 or S7, 
the proof of which rests on Adam's work on maps with Hopf invariant 
one. 
The results of Allamigeon depend upon a global definition of 
harmonic manifolds (not necessarily riemannian) which we give below. 
Let M be an affinely connected manifold on which is defined a 
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volume element T - an n-form on M invariant under parallelism. 
Let p e M and V(p) a simple convex neighbourhood of p, V(p) = exp (V 
where Vo is some neighbourhood of the zero vector i n M. Let 
q = exp^u, u e V q. The n**1 exterior power of the dual map exp^* 
pulls the volume element T to an n-form at p. Moreover this 
n-form at p must be a scalar multiple of the volume element at p. 
Thus we have defined on V a real valued function R by 
o P 
exp * ( T ) = T x R (u) P <T P P (13) 
However, there is another real-valued function defined on V , ' o' 
namely 
L : V -* M 
o 
u - i | | u | | 2 
Suppose that R factors by L through the reals, i.e. the following 
diagram commutes: 
L 
then the manifold i s said to be locally harmonic at p. 
Suppose now that M is complete, then exp^ is defined on the 
whole of T (M) and is surjective. I f the diagram 
\ / 
1ft 
7^ . 
commutes, then M is globally harmonic at p . 
The relation between R and Ruse's p is given by 
P(p,q) = R p(u) ( l h) 
where q = exp^u. 
Nov/ l e t M be a riemannian manifold and 7 a geodesic issuing from 
m e M with i n i t i a l tangent vector u. Let g^ . be the oriented segment 
such that for every s e [0,1] g^(s) = 7 ( s t ) . 
Let X i ( t ) 1 =S i =S n be a basis for e Q(7(t)), Thus 
X i ( t ) = (exp m)^ Y i ( t ) where 
Y. (t) = t (0) 
1. dt 
where as usual we identify Tm(M) with T Q(T m(M)). I f T is the element 
of volume on M then 
VX, VX_ 
dt 
vx x vx 
T
7 ( t ) ( X i ( t ) - ' - X n ( t ) ) = T 7 ( t ) ( ( ^ m ) ^ t _ - ( 0 ) , . . . , ( e x p m ) ^ ( 0 ) 
vx x vx. t n ( ( e x p ) * T F 0 ( ~ ( 0 ) , . . . , - 2 (0) ) 
m n W dt dt 
m 
by virtue of ( l j ) , 
vx (0),.. . , —2(0) 
dt dt -
vx. vx 
( ~ (0),. ~ 2 ( 
. dt dt =t / mN at: a.z 
(15) 
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Theorem (8) (Allamigeon) Let M be a complete riemannian mani-
fold globally harmonic at m. Then there exists a real number L ^  0 
(possibly i n f i n i t e ) and an integer X 3= 0 such that the f i r s t point 
conjugate to m along any half geodesic issuing from m is at the same 
distance L and have the same index X . 
Proof Let X ^ t ) and g(t) be as in (15). 
Since M is harmonic at m then for any geodesic segment / ( t ) issuing 
from m we have Ruse's invariant satisfying 
p(m, 7 ( t ) ) = p(g t) = f( L ( g t ) ) 
where f is an arbitrary function. We may assume that the geodesic 
is parameterized by i t s arc length so that 
p(g t) = f ( t ) 
Thus (15) becomes: 
vx x VX 
T y r . , ( X 1 ( t ) , . . . , X f t ) ) = t n f ( t ) x , ,( (0),..., — 2 (0) ) 
n dt dt 
(16) 
The l e f t hand side i s zero i f f t = 0 or / ( t ) i s conjugate to 7 ( 0 ) . 
Consequently, L (7) is equal to the smallest positive zero of the s 
function f ( t ) or to + °° i f f ( t ) has no zeros. In the l a t t e r case 
the manifold is free from conjugate points and the result t r i v i a l l y 
follows. So l e t us consider the f i r s t case and we take L to be the 
smallest positive zero of f. 
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Define 
\ M " T t , L £ T 7 ( L ) <M> 
where T t denotes parallel transport along 7 | [ t , L ] . Choose 
the {X. } so that (X,,...,X ) form a basis for e ( 7 ) , then 
1 A OjL 
VX. 
X. (t) = ( t - L) — i (L) + 0 ( t - L) (1< i -< X) 
1 . dt -
X. (t) = X.(L) + 0 ( 1 ) (X < i =S n) . 
Hence 
T 7 ( t ) ( X i ( t ) ^ ' ^ X n ( t ) ) = V(L) ( X i ( t ) , . . . , X n ( t ) ) 
= ( t - L ) " X T ^ ( L ) ( _ ( L ) , . . . , - ^ ( L ) , X x + 1 ( L ) , . . . , X j L ) ) 
+ 0(ft - L ) X ) . 
n 
This implies that 
f ( t ) = A X (t - L ) X + 0 ( ( t - L ) X ) , 
where 
VX, VX 
T - v ^ ( ~ = (^)j • • • i ~ (D, X ^ f L ) , . . . ^ ^ ) ) 
A = 
V(L) ^ ~7 ~ kW, a * , 
dt dt -
VX, VX 
1 , 1 1 X V o l ( ~ ( ° ) ' " - ' — (°)> 
M } dt dt . 
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In order that X does not depend on 7 i t is sufficient to 
show that A is f i n i t e and 4 0. But 
VX X VX VX. 
(a) x / % ( ( 0 ) , . . . , — - ( 0 ) ^ 0 because the — - ( 0 ) are 
7 K ' dt dt - dt . . 
linearly independent, and X^(0) = 0. 
VX-l VX 
(b) T ( (L),..., — * (L), X...(L),...,XTi(L)) *0 (*) 
V(L) V — ^J>'~> ~ V W ' +^1'- " ' n 
because 
( l ) X ..(li),...,X (L) are non-zero independent vectors, being 
K* J. n 
part of the transported basis of T^^(M). 
(2) ( L ) , . . . , (L) are also linearly independentfcr 
dt dt 
^ VX.. ^ 
i f ) C. — - ( L ) = 0, l e t W • > C. X. be a Jacobi f i e l d 
~ 1 dt A, 1 1 i = l 1=1 
VW / \ 
which vanishes at L. Also ~ (L; = 0 which would imply that 
W = 0 by the uniqueness theoram for Jacobi fields. Thus = 0 
VX. 
and (L) 1 < i =S X are independent. 
dt 
(3) f or 1 s= i < X and X < j =S n 
g ( ^ i (L), X.(L)) = 0 (**) . 
dt J 
From (8) 
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vx. vx. 
g( — h , X ) - g(X , ) = const 
. dt J - dt 
along y(t). Since X. and X. both vanish at / ( t ) and X. vanishes 
i j ' 1 
at 7 ( L ) we get (**). 
VX. 
Therefore the set —- ( L ) , X ^ ( L ) , 1 *S i =SX, X < j n form 
dt - J -
a basis for T^^^(M) and (*) follows, thus completing proof of the 
theorem. q.e.d. 
Corollary ( l ) Under the same hypothesis of theorem (8) geodesies 
issuing from m are either: 
(1) a l l without conjugate points to m, or 
(2 ) a l l simply closed and with the same length 2L. 
Proof (1) I f f has no zeros then L = L (y) = + °° and exp is 
everywhere of maximal rank. 
( 2 ) So l e t 7 ( t ) be a geodesic segment of length L with 
extremities m = 7(0), m' = y(L). Since m and m' are conjugate, 
there exists another geodesic yl(t) with the same length and 
extremities. Assume that their tangent vectors coincide at m' so 
that 7' prolongs 7 . Let = y(L/2) and m£ = 7(3L/2); then 
the geodesic arc m m1 m2 is of length L and hence realizes a 
minimum. Also the distance of m, to m_ along the broken arc 
m-L m m£ being equal to L implies that m1 m m2 is an arc of a geode 
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and so the tangent vectors to 7 and 7 1 also coincide at m. This 
proves the assertion. q.e.d. 
Corollary (2) Under the same hypothesis M is either 
(a) diffeomorphic to ]R n, or 
(b) compact. 
Proof (a) is a consequence of theorem (2) (Cartan-Hadamard), 
since exp : T (m) -» M is regular. 
(b) any point m' could be joined to m by a geodesic arc 
of length =S L, hence by Myer's result M is compact. q.e.d. 
Corollary ($) The integral cohomology ring of M is that of a 
symmetric space of rank one. 
This follows from Bott's results on manifolds a l l of whose 
geodesies are closed, Bott [1]. 
This restricts considerably the class of riemannian manifolds 
that admit harmonic metrics. I t does not appear, however, 
sufficient to settle the conjecture (Lichnerowicz [2]) that such 
manifolds are necessarily locally symmetric. For manifolds of 
dimension up to k i t is known (RWW [ l ] , p. 1*4-2) that every locally 
harmonic manifold with positive definite metric is locally 
symmetric. For higher dimensions Avez [1] proved that every 
simply connected globally harmonic riemannian manifold is locally 
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symmetric (hence globally symmetric) under the additional 
assumption of compactness. 
So l e t M be a compact simply connected manifold of dimension n 
equipped with a positive definite riemannian metric g. Denote by A 
the laplacian (of g) on C (M) [for the va l i d i t y of Avez1s theorem 
we need only consider C2 functions on M ] . We define for C (M) a 
global scalar product by 
< f, g > = f f(x) g(x) r x 
M 
where T is the element of volume of M. x 
Theorem (9) (Avez [ l ] ) Let M be a compact simply connected 
globally harmonic riemannian manifold; then M is locally symmetric. 
Proof Since M is compact i t follows from corollary ( l ) of 
theorem (8) (Allamigeon) that a l l geodesies issuing from a point 
x Q e M are closed and a l l have the same length 2L} and that a l l 
geodesies of arc length less than L are free from conjugate points. 
Hence we can define the symmetry s w.r.t. x globally over M. 
xo 
In fact i f x belongs to the residual locus of x then s x = x and 
o X Q 
i f x does not belong to the residual locus of Xq then s x is the 
xo 
symmetric point of x w.r.t. x Q on the geodesic (x Qx). 
Let f be a characteristic function of A } i.e. 
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( A f ) ( x ) = Xf(x) (17) 
for some scalar X and a l l x e M. Let N(x,y) be the elementary 
solution of A, so that 
A x N(x,y) = 5 x(y) , 
where i n the above equation y is regarded as a (fixed) pole, 5 is 
the Dirac's delta function and is the Laplacian when y is kept 
fixed. 
Now since M is compact the operator A is self-adjoint w.r.t. 
the scalar product <, > (Cf de Rham [ l ] , p. 126). So we have 
<N(x,y), (Af)(x) > = <A xN(x,y), f(x) > 
= J* A^x^y) f(x) T X 
M 
= / B x(y) f(x) x x 
M 
= f ( y ) . (18) 
(17) and (18) then imply that 
X < N(x,y), f(x) > = f(y) . (19) 
In (18) put x = SyZ and note that T is invariant under the 
symmetries (Lichnerowicz [2]) i.e. T = T and note also 
s y z Z 
that N(x,y) depends only on the distance of x from y so, 
N(s yz, y) = N(z,y) . 
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Hence, 
f(y) = X N(s yz, y) f ( s y z ) ^ ^ 
M y 
= X ^ N(z,y) f ( s y z ) T Z , 
M 
that i s 
X < N(x,y), f ( s y x ) > = f ( y ) . (20) 
Let h(y) be another characteristic function of A , 
(Ah)(y) = nh(y) ; 
i f \i 4 X then < f,h > = 0. 
Then we deduce from (20) that 
X « N(x,y), f ( s y x ) >, h(y) > = < f ( y ) , h(y) > = 0. 
But in the neighbourhood of y, N(x,y) =_0(s ~ ), where s is the 
distance from x to y. The integral < N(x,y), f(s x) > is therefore 
y 
absolutely convergent i n y on M and Fubini's theorem gives: 
« N(x,y),f(s x) >, h(y) > = « N(x,y),h(y) >, f ( s y x ) > 
Hence, 
«N(x,y), h(y) >, f(s x) > = 0. 
Noticing that W(x,y) = N(y,x) and applying relation (19) to h(y) 
we get 
u < N(x,y), h(y) > =» h(x), 
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and thus 
< h(x), f(s x) > - 0. 
The function f(s^x) is therefore orthogonal to the set E of 
eigenfunctions corresponding to eigenvalues distinct from X. 
Because the metric i s e l l i p t i c the set 
E Q {f, Af = Xf} 
is dense i n the space of functions defined over M. Therefore 
f( s y x ) e { f , Af = Xf} , and 
( Af)(s x) = Xf(s x) . 
y y 
We now define another metric g on M obtained from the harmonic 
metric g by: 
g(x) = g(SyX) for a l l x. 
We denote by A the Laplacian corresponding to g. This can be 
expressed as 
( A f ) ( x ) = Xf(x). 
We therefore deduce from (17) that for a l l eigenfunctions 
( A - A)f = 0. 
But, to every function F(x) of class C2 we can make correspond a 
sequence of f i n i t e linear combinations of eigenfunctions of A which 
converge uniformly to F(x), [Kolomogroff as cited by Avez [1]), 
the same property being valid for the pa r t i a l derivatives of order < 2. 
8h. 
Hence, for every function F(x) of class C2, 
( A - A) = 0 . (21) 
Let x be any point of M and l e t (x ) be a system of normal 
coordinates at x w.r.t. g. Let X be an arbitrary vector at x. 
I f we take 
F = f ( X a x a ) 2 , we get 
(& aF)(x) = 0, ( d a p F ) ( x ) = X aX p . 
At the point x, (21) gives 
g(X, X) = g(X, X). 
Since x and X are arbitrary, i t follows that g = g, i.e. 
g(x) = g(s x) for every y 6 M, and M is therefore locally symmetric. 
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CHAPTER IV 
k-HARMONIC MANIFOLDS 
h.1 Algebraic preliminaries 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space with a symmetric 
bilinear functional G : V x V -» 3R on i t . I f {e^ ) is any basis, 
then G is completely determined by the values: 
g. M = G(e., e ) 1 i , j ^ n. 
I f we change the basis with a matrix T = (tX.) such that 
e = Te 
then the matrix G = (g_. .) is changed according to 
TG ^ T , where ^ T denotes transpose. 
I f H is a second symmetric bilinear functional and 
h. . = H(e., e.) 
we may consider the determinant: 
n 
det(Xg. . - h..) . ^(-D k X n _ k Sk (g,h). 
k=0 
Note that under a change of basis the ratio of any two coefficients 
in this polynomial w i l l be multiplied by (det T ) 2 and is thus an 
invariant independent on the choice of basis. I f moreover g is 
non-singular one then has 
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det(Xg.. - h..) 
det 
where the coefficients 
\(g,h) 
are a l l invariants. 
= £ ("Dk ^  - k (g,h) 
k=0 
S k(g,h)/det(g. d) 
(1) 
The equation det(Xg.. - h. J =0 gives the characteristic 
polynomial of h„ w.r.t. g„ and i t s roots are the eigenvalues 
of h„ w.r.t. S^j* Apart from their order they are i n t r i n s i c a l l y 
associated with H and G. 
The invariants occurring i n (1) are expl i c i t l y the elementary 
symmetric polynomials of h.. w.r.t. g.. and are given by: 
^ ( g j h ) = g1'3 h 
-'-J 
an(g,h) = deffh i j)/det(g i ) 
and in general 
d e t ^ } i <..V<1 
g l l • g l n 
h. . . .. h. l n l 
h. 1 . .. h. 
V 
s n l ' • • g nn 
We recall that for a square matrix A the k^n elementary 
symmetric polynomial of the eigenvalues of A is equal to the sum of 
a l l k-rowed principal minors of A - i.e. those minors whose diagonal 
is part of the diagonal of A. 
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Now given any two symmetric bilinear functionals of V, G and H 
with G non-degenerate there is a natural endomorphism 
$ : V -» V 
associated with G and H and given by 
G(4K, Y) = H(X,Y) (2) 
for a l l X,Y e V. $ , thus defined, i s a symmetric endomorphism 
w.r.t. G. This follows from the symmetry of G and H: 
G(*X,Y) = H(X,Y) = H(Y,X) = G(*Y,X) = G(X,«Y). 
I f w.r.t. a basis {e^ } X and Y are given by 
X = X1 e., Y = Y1 e. and * = f* 1. ) 
i i 3 
then (2) becomes 
g. . 0 k X1 Yj = h. . X1 Yj, for a l l X,Y e V, 
kj 1 1 J 
where h. . = H(e., e.), G. . = G(e., e.v 
i j 1 3 13 i 3) 
Since this i s true for a l l X and Y we must have 
h. . = g, . <t> . or expl i c i t l y i j kj i 
I f we form the characteristic polynmial of $ , 
d e W . - «\ ) - dat(Xg i k ^ - g i k h^.) - d e t f / ^ X ^ - ^ . ) 
n 
= det(Xg k. - h k.)/det(g..) = Y ^ X n _ k ak ( g ' h ) 
k=0 
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by ( l ) ; so t h a t the symmetric polynomials of $ are e x a c t l y those 
o f H r e l a t i v e to G. I n p a r t i c u l a r 
trace (0>) = o±(g,h) = g l k h. k i 
and det(«) = a (g.h) = d e t ( h . . ) / d e t ( g . . ) . 
h.2 Geometric p r e l i m i n a r i e s 
Let M be a complete riemannian m a n i f o l d w i t h m e t r i c tensor g 
and l e t p Q e M. Let u be a u n i t tangent vector a t p Q and 7 u ( t ) 
the geodesic i s s u i n g from p Q t a n g e n t i a l t o u ; 
7 ( t ) = exp t u , 0 t < «> . u v ^ p 0 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l o f exp a t t u i s a l i n e a r map: 
Po 
(exp )„. : T (T (M)) -» T , (M). 
V ^Po * t u t u P D exp t u v 
^o 
We i d e n t i f y T (T (M)) w i t h T (M) by the usual procedure o f 
^ u Po Po 
p a r a l l e l t r a n s p o r t ( T 0 ; t u ^ _ 1 a-*-onS ^ e curve t -» t u i n T(M) (which 
i s euclidean) from t u t o the o r i g i n , then f o l l o w e d by the 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f T Q(T (M)) w i t h T (M) by the isomorphism T)^ 
•^ o. -Po 
which sends each vector i n T (T (M)) i n t o i t s end p o i n t i n T (M). 
° Po Po 
Let us set 
f, = (exp ) „, o T , o T] (h) t u p * t u o,t o 
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then f, i s a l i n e a r map : T (M) -» T (M) where p = exp t u . t u * p Q * p v * * p Q 
The rieraannian s t r u c t u r e on M defines an inner product 
on each tangent space T^(M). Let us denote by h the p u l l - b a c k o f 
s t o T (M) v i a f, i . e . 
h(x,y) = ( f * u g p ) ( x , Y ) 
f t u * Y ^ f ° r a 1 1 X ' Y £ T p n ^ ' 
I n the manner of (2) we can define an endomorphism: 
• . : T (M) -» T (M) , by 
t u p o v p Q ^ ' 
S o ( * t u X , Y ) = h(X,Y) (5) 
f o r a l l X,Y e T (M). We can a l s o form the various elementary 
symmetric polynomials o f <f>^  which are p r e c i s e l y those o f h r e l a t i v e 
t o as given by ( l ) . 
I n terms o f l o c a l coordinates a t p Q we have by (j>) 
I f we have a system o f normal coordinates ( y 1 ) centred a t p Q , then 
the exponential mapping i s e s s e n t i a l l y represented by the i d e n t i t y 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n and h, . i s then equal t o (g-;-;) r e l a t i v e t o y 1 , i . e . 
K J J p 
(0 J 1 = (*g i k) (*B ) (7) 
where as "before * denotes t h a t components are w . r . t . a normal 
coordinate s t e m . I n p a r t i c u l a r 
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d e t ( t > t u ) = d e t ( * g p ) / d e t C * ^ ) 
and we thus see t h a t det (*^.u) i s n o n other than the square o f 
Ruse's i n v a r i a n t p(t,u) given i n Chapter I . 
U.3 k-harmonic manifolds 
The concept o f k-harmonic manifolds was introduced by 
T.J.Willmore [ 2 ] as a n a t u r a l g e n e r a l i z a t i o n o f harmonic manifolds 
discussed e a r l i e r . We r e c a l l t h a t one o f the d e f i n i t i o n s f o r a 
m a n i f o l d M t o be harmonic a t a p o i n t p Q e M i s t h a t there i s a 
normal neighbourhood W o f p Q on which Ruse's i n v a r i a n t p f a c t o r s 
through the r e a l s by the distance f u n c t i o n ft . This i s equivalent 
t o the commutativity o f the diagram 
t M £ * 
n f 
where now we regard both p and Q as being defined on T(W), the 
r e s t r i c t i o n o f the tangent bundle o f M t o W. 
We may s i m i l a r l y regard the elementary symmetric polynomials 
o f 4>£ as r e a l valued f u n c t i o n s defined on T(W). For each 
( p o , t u ) e T(W) there corresponds by (5) an endomorphism o f the f i b r e 
through p Q 
* T U : * - 1 ( P 0 ) "* u _ 1 (Po) • 
The observation t h a t : 
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p 2 ( t , u ) = det((i> ) = a (<t>, ) ' t u n t u 
leads t o the f o l l o w i n g : 
D e f i n i t i o n A riemannian manifold i s k-harmonic a t p i f 
ff^C*^) i s a f u n c t i o n o f ft only, ^ ^ u ^ = i , e ' i f t n e 
f o l l o w i n g diagram commutes: 
Otherwise s a i d : a (<l> ) i s constant on geodesic spheres centred 
Note t h a t w i t h t h i s d e f i n i t i o n the n-harmonic manifolds are 
non other than the usual harmonic manifolds. 
D e f i n i t i o n (2) A riemannian manifold i s simply k-harmonic i f 
a (*, ) i s constant. k v t u 
Willmore's o r i g i n a l d e f i n i t i o n o f k-harmonic manifolds 
( W i l l more [ 2 ] ) was given i n a d i f f e r e n t but equivalent way: l e t 
p D,p be any two p o i n t s i n M and Het ( x ^ ( x 1 ) denote coordinate 
systems i n a neighbourhood o f p Q , p r e s p e c t i v e l y . I f T ( p Q ) 
(resp T ( p ) ) i s the vector space o f tensors a t p Q (resp. p) we denote 
1R r ( w i 
r t 
a t p 
by 
T ( p Q , p) = T ( P o ) ® T(p) 
the space o f b i - t e n s o r s over ( p Q , p ) . 
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An example o f a b i - t e n s o r i s 
d 2 f t 
n. = r = a . 
i a n a v i a i ox ox 
We can r a i s e or lower Greek s u f f i x e s by means o f (g ) and (g a p ) 
a t p Q and s i m i l a r l y r a i s e or lower Roman s u f f i x e s by means o f 
g 1^ and g. . a t p. Thus we have 
a ay „ 
ft. = g a . 
i b 71 
and ^ = g l d ftp.. 
Consider then the pure b i - t e n s o r : 
- < 4 
and s i m i l a r l y aj 1. . I t s determinant i s given by 
d e t ( ^ ) = d e t ( g a P ftp. g i ; j ft.7) 
= (d e t ( f t ) ) 2 / [ ( d e t g ) d e t ( g ) ] 
J?Q J? 
= 1/P2 • 
The d e f i n i t i o n o r i g i n a l l y given by Willmore was i n terms o f 
the elementary symmetric polynomials of a?~. . We maintain t h a t the 
two d e f i n i t i o n s are equiva l e n t . I n f a c t the l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
o f T (M) -» T (M) represented by (<t> )o w . r . t . a coordinate 
Po Po c u " 
system (x") i s the inverse o f the t r a n s f o r m a t i o n represented by ci)p 
and thus have r e c i p r o c a l eigenvalues - as could be seen from the 
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f o l l o w i n g sequence o f maps: 
T (M) -? T (M) -> *T (M) -> *T (M) -> T (M) . 
Po P P Po Po 
given by: 
x<" -. E i j t i x" t | % . t i x* - (/> t j g ± j t ^ x " 
a ' 
where X a e T (M) and t 1 represents the l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n : 
Po a 
(exp )„. : T (M) -» T (M) 
Po * t u Po Po 
w i t h the usual i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . I t i s obvious t h a t the m a t r i x 
(a^) i n (8) i s i n f a c t $ as given by (6). 
We now assume t h a t the l o c a l coordinates ( x 1 ) are chosen so 
t h a t they are normal centred a t p Q . I n t h i s s p e c i a l system 
t ^ = 5^ . Moreover using equation (17) p. 17 o f RWW we get i n 
the present n o t a t i o n 
and 03 = ft. ft = g g - ft. ft. = g g„ Q 5, &. 
a 1 a B Baf3 k 1 B B a p k 1 
7 37 1 i whereas <t>a = g g 8 a 
which proves our a s s e r t i o n . 
The above a n a l y s i s was given by Willmore t o i n d i c a t e the geometrical 
i a s i g n i f i c a n c e o f 03. and 03R 
9*. 
h.h Some p r o p e r t i e s o f k-harmonic manifolds 
Theorem ( l ) (Willmore [ 2 ] ) A two-point homogeneous riemannian 
m a n i f o l d w i t h p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e m e t r i c i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
Proof Let p and q be any two p o i n t s l y i n g on a geodesic sphere o f 
radius r centred a t p Q e M. From the d e f i n i t i o n o f two-point 
homogeneity i t f o l l o w s t h a t there e x i s t s an isometry o f M which 
c a r r i e s p i n t o q and leaves p Q f i x e d . I n terms of normal 
coordinates centred a t p Q we have by (7) 
i k * 4> 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t the m a t r i x <t>. has the same eigenvalues a t a l l p o i n t s 
on the same geodesic sphere. Thus a (*) depends only upon and 
.K 
the space i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. q.e.d. 
C o r o l l a r y The complex p r o j e c t i v e plane i s a compact riemannian 
manifold, k-harmonic f o r a l l k but does not have constant curvature. 
Thus the apparently p l a u s i b l e conjecture t h a t k-harmonic f o r a l l k 
im p l i e s constant curvature i s f a l s e . 
Theorem (2) A k-harmonic manifold i s E i n s t e i n . 
Proof L et (y ) be a system of normal coordinates a t p Q . The 
coordinates of a p o i n t p d i s t a n t s from p Q are 
i i y = sa , 
where a 1 are components o f the u n i t tangent vector a t p Q t o the 
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geodesic arc ( p Q p ) , 
(*g. .) a 1 a J = e . 
13 Po 
Consider the Taylor expansion o f the m e t r i c *g^ .. about p Q ID 
/ S * g , ,\ ™ / c l 2 *g \ y 1 1 1 y m-^  m 2 
where the c o e f f i c i e n t s are the met r i c normal tensors (Cf Ve.blen [ l ] 
p. 97)' The f i r s t normal tensor 
- ° a/1 4, 
since the C h r i s t o f f e l symbols a t the pole o f the normal coordinate 
system are zero. The second normal tensor s a t i s f i e s : 
2^ \ i 
i i s u b s t i t u t i n g y = a s we get 
*g. . ( a 1 s ) = *g. .(0) + z(R- • + R- • ) a™ 1 a™ 2 s 2 + 0 ( s 3 ) , 
Wow 
<t,k = (*g i k) (*g ) 
* g i k ( 0 ) [ * g . .(0) + i (B. . + R. . ) a^a 1" 2 s 2 + 0 ( s 3 ) ] 
i . e . 0 k= &k + i s 2 [R k . + R k . ] a1"1 a™ 2 + 0 ( s 3 ) (11) j 0 6 m 1jm 2 m 2jm 1 
Also we have a, (<t>) s a t i s f i e s : k 
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det(XS k - ^ ) = J" ( - l ) k X n~ k ak(<t>), 
k^6 
So "by ( l ) we have 
n 
£ (-D k \n~\(*) = d e t ( x 5 k - s 2 m k ) 
k=0 
where 
x = (X- 1), and 
k 1/ k k \ m i / \ m. = 4 ( I T . + R . ) a 1 a 1 2 + 0 ( s ) j 6V m1om2 m2am1' 
Wow 
d e t ( x 5 k - s 2!^} 
2n 
s 
x k 5": 
"s 2 
n-1 X > \ 
s 2 ' ; 
n 1 n-2 
X \ / X \ / X 
where q x = sum o f a l l i-valued minors o f (m k) 
= P^ + 0 ( s ) , where 
p. = sum o f a l l i - v a l u e d minors o f I 
R. = T ( R . + R . ) a -1- a 2 j 6V m jrn^ m jm ' 
Therefore 
Z , i ,\k ,n-k n , 2 n-1 , 4 n-2 , ( - I ; X CTk(<f) = x + q xs^x + q 2s*x + ... + 2n s k=0 
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= x n + ( P l + 0 ( s ) ) s 2 x n ~ 1 + ( p 2 + 0 ( s ) ) s 4 x n " 2 + ... + ( p n + 0 ( s ) ) s n-2 2n 
+ p ^ x " " 1 + 0 ( s 3 ) = x 
Comparing c o e f f i c i e n t s o f X on both sides: 
n \ 
k J 
n-1 
+ 0 ( s 3 ) 
= (-D k 
n-1 
k J L n-k + 0 ( s
3 ) 
which y i e l d s , 
a k W = ( - I ) " H - + P l s c k P 1 
+ 0 ( s 3 ) 
where 
Pn = 
k \ m-L _m2 7 t r a c e (R k . + Rr" . ) a"'1 a 6 m 1jm 2 m^m.^ 
1 m! m 2 - R a ± a eL 3 m-,^  
where R i s the R i c c i tensor. So t h a t 
m i m 2 
n / n-1 \ r n i 
a v ( * ) = (-D ( ) - + - I H k \ k-1 J L k 3 Bi j . ^ 
m m 
a a ^ s + 0 ( s 3 ) 
(12) 
I f the ma n i f o l d i s k-harmonic then 
ak(4>) = f ( f l ) . 
Using the Taylor expansion f o r f ( f l ) : 
f (n) = f (o) + fif(o) + | f"(o) + ... 
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and s u b s t i t u t i n g 
ft = -g-e s 2 , we get 
f ( f t ) = f(0) + i e s 2 f ( 0 ) H - ~ e 2 s 4 f " ( 0 ) + ... (13) 
(12) and (13) must be i d e n t i c a l i f M i s t o be k-harmonic. Hence 
comparing c o e f f i c i e n t s : 
f(0) = ( - ! ) " ( ; ) 
and £e f (0) = ( _ i ) n f n _ 1 I H a™ 1 a 1" 2 f o r a l l a 1 . 
V k-1 / 3 mxm2 
Hence, 
R = k g, , (111) m ^ S m ^ 
where k j L = ( - l ) n J f 1 ( 0 ) / ( ^ ) 
which shows t h a t M must be E i n s t e i n . q.e.d. 
Theorem (3) [Willmore ] An n-harmonic m a n i f o l d i s 1-harmonic 
Proof We f i r s t use the i d e n t i t y (9) o f Chapter I , 
a a ft = 2 ft a 
which we d i f f e r e n t i a t e c o v a r i a n t l y w . r . t . x 1 and r a i s e the s u f f i x 
to get 
oc i i ft ft = ft . a 
We d i f f e r e n t i a t e again w . r . t . x^ t o get 
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n a n 1 + n a ft1 . = ft1 , i . e . 
a£ = ft1. - fta ft^ 
where i n the l a s t term we have interchanged the order o f covari a n t 
i a 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w . r . t . x° and x . Thus 
trace(coj) = - ^{A^)a . (15) 
Now i f M i s n-harmonic then 
A £ f t = X(ft) 
Hence 
trace (cop = X(ft) - ft X' ( f i ) f i a 
which i s a f u n c t i o n o f ft alone. q.e.d. 
C o r o l l a r y A simply n-harmonic riemannian manifold i s simgly 
1-harmonic. 
Proof I f M i s simply n-harmonic then A^Sl = n and hence by (15) 
tr a c e ( o x ) = n. q.e.d. 0 
The converse t o theorem (3) i s by no means evident and we 
suspect i t i s f a l s e . However we have the f o l l o w i n g converse t o the 
c o r o l l a r y : 
Theorem (k) A simply 1-harmonic riemannian manifold i s 
simply n-harmonic. 
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Proof i f the space i s simply 1-harmonic then 
t r a c e u\ = n. 
0 
(15) would then become 
n = A. ft - n a(A ft) 2 N 2 ' a 
I f we use normal coordinates (y") centred a t p Q then 
„a a 
ft = - y ; and we would have 
n = A 2 f t + y" - 1 ( A 2 f t ) . 
ay P u t t i n g 
f = A ft - n 2 
t h i s could be w r i t t e n as 
a 
f + / " a f = 0 (16) 
o y a . 
„ a and f -> 0 as y -* 0 i . e . as p -> p Q . 
To solve (l6) we are going t o apply the f o l l o w i n g theorem i n l i n e a r 
p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equations (Cf K e l l s [ l ] p. 352). 
Theorem I f u.(x,, .... x ,z) = c., i = 1, .... n are 
i 1 n 1 
independent s o l u t i o n s of the- o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n t i a l equations: 
dx-L dx^ dx^ dz 
P1(x1,...,xn) P 2 ( x i , . . . , x n ) P n ( x i , . . . , x n ) R(x 1,...,x n,z) 
OLt>\ AON I I . 101. 
then 
0 ( u x , . u n ) = 0 
i s the general s o l u t i o n o f 
ciz clz dz 
p + + ... + P = R 
dx., 5x n Bx 1 2 n 
where * represents an a r b i t r a r y f u n c t i o n . 
So i n our case we f i n d s o l u t i o n s t o the equations 
dy" d f 
— = — a = l , . . . , n (17) 
y - f 
o f the form 
u a ( y x , y 1 1, f ) = c a . 
Then the general s o l u t i o n o f (16) would be 
• ( i ^ , . .., u n ) = 0 , 
where <P i s an a r b i t r a r y f u n c t i o n . 
Rewrite (17) as: 
s o l u t i o n s o f which are 
i a 
d-y dy 
1 a 
y y 
dy 1 d f 
7 " ~?' 
a 
y 
y 
a = 2,...,n 
a = 2,...,n (18) 
f y 1 = c, 
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where the c's are a r b i t r a r y constants. 
So the general s o l u t i o n o f (16) i s 
y 2 " 3 y y 
• ( — , — , — ) = o. (19) 
y 1 y 1 y 
This solved f o r f y 1 gives: 
y 2 y 3 /  y y 
V = * ( — , — , . . . , ~ ) (19') 
^ y 1 y 1 y 1 ' 
f o r some a r b i t r a r y i|r 
Now f o r the p o i n t p w i t h coordinates ( y a ) the geodesic (p p) 
i s given by 
a a y = a s, where 
f*Bap)0 a a = 6 ' 
hence along t h i s geodesic we have 
rf. . . . . , £ ) (20) 
i s a constant. Hence t a k i n g the l i m i t as s -» 0 we have 
/ 2 n 
0 = l i m fa^s = i|r ~ r , . .., — T 
s->0 V a a 
This i m p l i e s t h a t f = 0. Hence 
A 2 f i = n and the space i s simply n-harmonic. 
Remark: t h a t f = 0 r e a l l y f o l l o w s from (18) where we have 
f y 1 = constant. L e t t i n g p -» p Q , y 1 becomes zero and thus the 
constant must be zero. q.e.d. 
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4.5 Equations o f Walker 
Formal series o f l i n e a r operators: 
Let j ^ l be an a s s o c i a t i v e algebra w i t h u n i t over the r e a l s , 
and denote by £\([X]) the algebra o f formal power series i n one 
indeterminate X w i t h c o e f f i c i e n t s i n 9., 
A[X] = V a k 7^, &k e (K 
k=0 
I f F e 1 ( [ X ] ) , 
F[x] = V f k A f k e 3R 
k=0 
we may w r i t e f o r m a l l y 
F(A) = V f. X A . 
U k k=0 
I f the constant term a Q o f A i s the u n i t I , we define 
l o g A = y ( A - I ) k . 
k = l 
I f A i s i n v e r t i b l e we w r i t e 
A"1 = ^ ( I - A ) k 
k=0 
F i n a l l y we w r i t e DA f o r the derived series 
ioi+. 
00 
DA[x] = ^ k a ^ 1 . 
k=l 
Wow suppose that i s the alge"bra of l i n e a r endomorphisms of 
a f i n i t e dimensional vector space V and put 
DO 
trace A[X] = ^ trace ( a j X^ trace A[X] e ]R ( [ x ] ) . 
k=0 
I f a Q = I l e t us write 
A = I + U, then 
D log A = DU + ...+ —>-(U1C~1.DU + U^.DU.U + ... + DU.!^"1) + 
k 
Using the formula 
trace (AB) = trace (BA), we get 
00 
trace (D log A) = trace ^ ^ (-U) k . DU ^ 
k=0 
= trace ( ( I + U ) " 1 . DU) . 
Hence 
trace (D log A) = trace (A"1.. DA). 
Wow i f f : IR -* (X i s a C°° mapping of a neighbourhood of zero 
we denote by Tay ( f [ t ] ) the Taylor expansion: 
Tay ( f [ t ] ) = £ ~- f ( k ) ( 0 ) t k 
k=0 
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Clearly f -» Tay ( f) i s an algebra homomorphism and moreover 
Tay(f') = D(Tay(f)). 
Lemma (1) Let f: TR -> Horn ( V ; Y ) be a C° mapping of a neighbour-
hood of zero s a t i s f y i n g f(o) = I . Then 
Tay(log d e t ( f ) ) = tr a c e ( l o g ( T a y ( f ) ) ) . 
Proof I t i s s u f f i c i e n t to compare the derived series since the 
constant term of each side i s zero. We note f i r s t that f ( t ) i s 
inv e r t i b l e i n a neighbourhood of zero, and 
D(Tay(log d e t ( f ) ) ) = Tay( ~ (d e t ( f ) ) X ( d e t ( f ) ) - 1 ) , 
but 
( d e t ( f ) ) = t r a c e ( f 1 . f 1 ) X det ( f ) . 
Consequently 
D(Tay(log d e t ( f ) ) ) = Tay ( t r a c e d - 1 . f ' ) ) = 
t r a c e { [ T a y ( f ) ] - 1 X D[Tay(f)] } = D(trace(log T a y ( f ) ) ) . q.e.d. 
Now l e t M be a riemannian manifold and l e t m e M. For each 
u e T m(M) l e t us define the endomorphism: 
T(u) : T (M) -» T (M) 
v m m 
given by 
r(u)X = R(X,u)u (21) 
for X e T (M), where R i s the curvature tensor. Let jit) = exg tu 
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be a geodesic through m and 7(t) i t s tangent f i e l d . We define 
the f i e l d of endomorphisms: 
r(7) : T 7 ( t )(M) -> T / ( t )(M) 
along 7(t) as i n ( 2 l ) . 
r ( 7 ( t ) ) X ( t ) = R ( x ( t ) , 7 ( t ) ) 7 ( t ) , X ( t ) e T / ( t ) ( M ) . 
For any f i e l d of endomorphisms S ( t ) along 7(t) l e t us denote 
S(7(t)) by S ( t ) . So i n p a r t i c u l a r 
r ( t ) = ~ r ( 7 ( t ) ) . 
With t h i s set up we now state: 
Theorem (5) (Walker [1]) Let M be a riemannian manifold 
and m e M. For u e -*-e^ 7 (^) be the geodesic through m 
tangential to u, 
7 f t ) = exp tu. 
m 
Let C^.(t) be a f i e l d of endomorphisms along 7(t) defined r e c u r s i v e l y 
by 
C Q ( t ) = 0, ^ ( t ) = I 
(22) 
v2(t) - 2 C k + i ( t ) - & ' k ^ - c ^ ) - r ^ • 
I f p(t,u) i s Ruse's invariant along 7 ( t ) , then 
Tay(log p(t,u) = trace (log ( ^ 3^ t k _ 1 ^ (23) 
k=l k I 
We postpone the proof of Walker's equations t i l l section (7) 
where we obtain a generalization thereof. 
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Let us now write 
trace ( log ( ) ^ ^ t k _ 1 ^) ^  - Y t k 
k=l k I k=l k I 
Then we have: 
Corollary ( l ) A necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition for M to be 
harmonic at m i s that there e x i s t constants k^, r = 1,2,... such 
that 
W 2 r(0) = k r ( g ( u , u ) ) r 
w 2 r + 1(o) = 0. 
Proof For M to be n-harmonic we must have p(t,u) = F ( A ( t ) ) for 
some function F, where 
n(t) = ^gG(t), r ( t ) ) t 2 . 
Let us write the Taylor se r i e s for log F as 
TayClog F ( t ) ) = ^ 2
r , ,r k t 
r=0 ^ 
Then 
Tay(log p(t,u)) = Tay {log F( \ g ( 7 , r ) t 2 } 
1 
Y k (gtf, y)f t 2 r 
But by Walker's equations t h i s equals 
00 
^ w r(o) t r , 
r=u 
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hence by comparing coefficients and evaluating at m the r e s u l t 
follows. q.e.d. 
This method of obtaining necessary and s u f f i c i e n t conditions 
for n-harmonicity i s equivalent to Ledger's method. I n fact 
(Cf KWW p. 66) the W's of Walker are related to the X's of Ledger's 
recurrence formulae by 
X = -~W • 
r r+1 r 
Thus a l l properties of n-harmonic manifolds stated i n Chapter I 
could be obtained using Walker's equations. 
A considerable s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of the recurrence formulae ( 2£>) 
i s achieved when we further assume that the manifold i s riemannian 
symmetric ( l o c a l l y ) . In t h i s case r ( t ) = 0 and thus 
c k + 2 ( t ) = 2 c k + 1 ( t ) - c k ( t ) - c k ( t ) . r ( t ) ( 21$ 
which could be solved i n terms of T only to y i e l d : 
m= 0,1,2,... (25) 
C g j t ) = 0 
m 
C 2 m + l ( t ) " ( " r ( t ) > 
We can demonstrate (25 ) by induction on m. From (2k) i t i s e a s i l y 
seen to hold for m = 0,1. Assume i t s v a l i d i t y for a l l m < r , say, 
then 
C 2 r = 2 ^ 2 r - l " S2r-2 " °2r-2 F 
the l a s t two terms being zero by the induction hypothesis. 
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Also 
V 
2 C 2 r - l = 2 d t = 0 as — r[i) = 0 
t h i s proves C 2 r ( t ) = 0. (26) 
In 
C2r+1 = 2 C 2 r " °2r-l " °2r-l " F » 
the f i r s t term vanishes because of (26), the second term 
C 2 r - 1 = at* 
( (-r) 1""" 1 ^ - 0 because T 
\ J d t 
Thus 
C 2r+l ~ C2r-1 ' F ~ C2r-1 " ^  ^ 
( - r ) r _ 1 . (-r) by induction 
( ~ r ) r as was to be demonstrated. 
Hence i n a symmetric space (23) becomes 
n 
(2k+ i ; 
k=0 
Tay (log p(t,u)) = trace ( log ( £ ( ^ k ^ l j l ^ ) ) ( 2 ? ) 
and we have the following proposition: 
Proposition (Walker [h-]) Let M be a riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric 
space and m £ M, then there ex i s t s a neighbourhood of m on which 
Tay (log p(t,u)) = ^ K2k t r a c e ^ 
k=0 
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where oc^  i s the co e f f i c i e n t s of t i n the expansion 
00 
_ / . s i n t N V ,2k 
Tay ( l o g — — ) = > a 2 k t • q.e.d. 
k=l 
Corollary (Walker [^]) A riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric space i s 
n-harmonic at m e M i f and only i f for any u e T m(M) the eigenvalues 
of r ( u ) : T m(M) -> T m(M) are constant multiples of g(u,u). I t 
i s simply n-harmonic i f and only i f a l l eigenvalues of T(u) are 
zero. 
h.6 Application of a Formula of Helgason 
Let M = G/H be a riemannian symmetric space with a (G-invariant) 
riemannian metric g} where G i s the connected component of the group 
of isometries of M and H the isotropy group at the origin p Q e M. 
As i n Chapter I I l e t 
jr = h + m 
be the cannonical decomposition of the L i e algebra of G. For each 
h € G denote by L(h) the diffeomorphism 
L(h) : xH -» h x H of G/H onto i t s e l f . 
Then by the invariance of g under the action of G we have at each 
point p e M, 
s (dL(h)X Q, dL(h)Y Q) = g (X Q, Y Q ) (28) 
y P D 
Xq, Yo e T (M). 
•^ o 
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In section (2) we defined for each unit vector u e T ( M ) 
Po 
the endomorphism <l> of T (M) by 
u 
S ( f t u x o ^ y D ) = g P o ( V x ° ' Y o ) ( 2 9 ) 
X„, Y n e T (M), where p = exp tu and f, i s given 
Q; o p 0 P Q tu 
by ('-!•)• We are now going to obtain an e x p l i c i t formula for <l>^ u 
using an expression given by Helgason (Helgason [ l ] , p. 180) for 
the d i f f e r e n t i a l of the exponential mapping at tu as 
(50) f ( 0 t u ) k ( e x p ^ ) . ^ - dL(exp p otu) o ^ 
where 8, denotes the r e s t r i c t i o n of (adtu) 2 to m 
tu — 
Let us write 
Using (U) and (50 ), (29) would become 
«p 0 (*tu V Yo> = 8 p ( a ( e ^ P o t u ) o A t u X 0 , (^(exp^tu) o A ^ Y j 
= «p < Atu Xo> A t u V ^ -1 o 
= g ((A ) * A X , Y ) 
p Q t u t u ° ° 
where (A^ ) * denotes the adjoint of the operator 
Thus we have 
•tu = (V*( Atu }' 
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Wow since ad(tu) i s a skew symmetric operator with respect to the 
riemannian inner product, we have 8^ as a symmetric operator and 
hence i s symmetric too. 
Therefore 
K = (A. ) 2 
tu • tu 
(ad t u ) 2 k X2 
k=0 < 2 k + 1 ) 1 
( a d u ) 2 k x 2 
t 2 k ) • (51) 
k=o 
In section (5) we have F(u) defined by T(u) = R(X,u)u, 
but i n a riemannian symmetric space we saw i n Chapter I I , that 
E(X,u)u = -[[X,u],u] = [u,[X,u]] 
= ( a d u ) ( [ X , u ] ) = (ad u)(-adu(x)) 
= - (adu) 2(x). 
Hence we can rewrite (51) as 
/ f / ( - r ( u ) ) k v * 
k=0 
We have 0, related to Ruse's invariant by tu 
p ( t , u ) 2 = d e t ( * t u ) . 
Hence (32) would give: 
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( - r ( u ) ) k t 2 k 
>(t,u) = det ) • ) 
\ (2k+l)l ' k=0 < 2 k + ^ 
Taking log p(t,u) and using the fact that 
log (det(A)) = trace (log A) we get 
equation (27) and t h i s establishes Walker's equations i n the 
symmetric case. 
^.7 Generalization of Walker's equations 
As another application of Jacobi f i e l d s we are going to obtain 
generalized Walker-type equations s a t i s f i e d by the endomorphism * 
similar to those s a t i s f i e d by p(t,u). Let m e M and u e T m(M) and 
l e t 
7(t) = exp mtu. 
Let Y e T (M). Then as we had i n Chapter I I I Y determines a m 
unique Jacobi f i e l d X(t) such that 
X(0) = 0, Y = g (0). 
We r e c a l l the construction of X ( t ) . Let Y be that vector in 
T Q(T (M)) obtained from Y by the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
7i : T (M) -» T (T (M)). 
'o m o x nr 
Let Y ( t ) be the vector f i e l d i n T(M) along the curve 
p : t -» tu given by 
Y ( t ) = t x T Y (33) 
T being p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n from 0 to tu. along p . 
Then we put 
X(t) = ( e x p m ) n u Y ( t ) 
and X ( t ) i s the required Jacobi f i e l d . 
Now consider along 7(t) a set of n l i n e a r l y independent 
Jacobi f i e l d s X ( t ) , X ( t ) that vanish at t = 0. From above 1 n 
each X^ i s the image under exp^ of some l i n e a r f i e l d s Y^ along p . 
X,(t) = ( e x p ^ Y. ( t ) 
/VX (— (-0)) ^ dt 
For each t e domain of defi n i t i o n of 7 we l e t b ( t ) be the 
endomorphism of T ^ ^ ( M ) such that for X^t) e £Q(J), 
VX. 
X. ( t ) = b ( t ) o T o —- (0) (35) 
1 U , t dt 
dt 
dt m 
0 s 
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From (3I1-) 
VX. 
X. (z) = (exp )„, (t X T , o T| — - (0) 1 m * t u x 0,t o n, ^ ' 7 dt (36) 
Hence 
b ( t ) o T Q } t = ( e x p m ) n u o t o T 0 ? T o T ] 0 
i . e . we have the commutative diagram 
(37) 
X M ^ — ? T C ( T W ( . M O VTtw (X(M^ 
* tru. 
if It J 
Note that T q ^ in the right side of (37) i s translation in the 
tangent bundle along p, whereas on the l e f t side T i s 
transaltion in M along y. 
Wow since X,(t) i s a Jacobi f i e l d , 
3£ X.(t ) + r ( 7 ( t ) ) X.(t) = 0 (38) 
where T ( 7 ( t ) ) i s the operator defined by (21). 
From (35) 
VX. 
1 
dt dt 
VX. V V A . 
b ( t ) o T , — (0) + b ( t ) - (T ~ i (0)) 
dt 
VX1 
dt 
V VX. 
~ b ( t ) o T , - (0) 
dt v > z dt 
(39) 
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Hence 
cl.t' 
X.(t) 
V 2 
— b ( t ) o T 
dt '0,t 
vx. 
dt 
- (0) 
but 
x . ( t ) 
dt 
- - r ( 7 ) x . ( t ) , 
vx. 
= - r ( 7 ) T. o,t - i (o) dt 
therefore 
V 2 
— b(t ) + r ( 7 ) b (t) = o. 
dt 
Also from (35) b(0) • 0 and by (3k) 
~ (0) = I , the ident i t y on T (M). dt nr m 
So we see that the f i e l d of endomorphisms b ( t ) behaves l i k e 
the Jacobi f i e l d s X^(t) ( i n that i t s a t i s f i e s the same d i f f e r e n t i a l 
equation ) . 
From (ho) i t i s evident that b ( t ) maps e Q ( 7 ( t ) ) onto i t s e l f . We 
should note here that b also depends on the geodesic 7 ( t ) or what 
amounts to the same thing on u. To make t h i s dependence e x p l i c i t 
we write b(tu) for b. Also for eachueT (M) and each 0 ^ t < °° 
we have defined by (5) the endomorphism <t>. : 
^ \ u X > ^ = §7(t) ( f X > X,Y e T (M) 
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where f i s given by (h) as 
f = (exp )„. o T O T) v m^ *tu 0,t o 
= t o b ( t ) o T J Q by (37) 
By the invariance of the inner product under p a r a l l e l t r anslation 
we get 
= \ z e ^ C b f t J x , b(t)Y) 
where 
^ ( t ) = T~\ O b ( t ) o T : T (M) -> T ( M ) . x ' 0,t 0,t m m 
Hence we have 
where as before * denotes adjoint. 
We now set out to get a formal Taylor's expansion for b ( t ) as 
00 
Tay ( b ( t ) ) = I b(0) i dt k=0 
From (ho) the second order covariant derivative of b ( t ) i s a function 
of b ( t ) only, so i t i s natural to expect that a l l higher order 
derivatives of b ( t ) be expressible i n terms of b ( t ) and ~ b ( t ) only, 
i . e . that 
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where A ( t ) and C ( t ) are operators, functions of t and u to be X X 
determined by induction. 
For k = 0, 1, 2 we have 
A j t ) = I C Q ( t ) = 0 
A 1 ( t ) = 0 cAt) 
Ajt) = - r ( 7 ( t ) ) , c ( t ) = 0 
Assuming (^ -2) to hold for a l l j < m, we have 
~ f A ( t ) b ( t ) + C ( t ) ^ ( t ) dt V m m dt 
-JX A ( t ) . b ( t ) + A ( t ) . ~ b(t) + dt mv ' v ' nr ' dt v 
+ ~ C ( t ) . ^ ( t ) + C ( t ) o ~ b(t) dt m dt s ' m dt 
~ A ( t ) - c ( t ) . r ( 7 ) 
dt nr ' mv ' w ' 
o b ( t ) + A ( t ) + -rr C ( t ) 
nr ' dt irr 
Thus (U2) i s also v a l i d for j = m + 1 with 
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= v * ) ^ ^ (b) 
We now solve (U3) to obtain recurrence relations for C ( t ) as 
follows: 
but 
T f A t = r r C .-(t) - -7 C ( t ) . Therefore dt m dt m+1 dt m 
C _ ( t ) = 2 ~ C A , ( t ) - C ( t ) r ( 7 ( t ) ) - ~ C ( t ) . m+2s dt m+lv nr ' \' \ // d t m^ / 
The f i r s t few C s are: 
c o = 0, c 1 = i , c 2 = 0, c 3 = - r ( 7 ) 
V / V x 2 
c 4 = - 2 - r ( 7 ) , c 5 = r 2 ( 7 ) - 3 ( — ) r(7) 
dt \ dt / 
etc. 
Wow from (1+2) 
^ b ( 0 ) = ^ b ( O ) = c k(o) 
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and therefore 
Tay(b(t)) = ^ 
k=0 k l 
(*5) 
q.e.d. 
We know that Ruse's invariant s a t i s f i e s 
and by (ll- l ) 
p ( t , u ) 2 = det ^  , 
\ u = \ z b * ( t ) b ( t ) 
so that 
p ( t , u ) £ ,2n det ( h * ( t ) o b ( t ) det( | b ( t ) ) 
-! 2 
and hence, 
Tay(log p(t,u)) = log^det ^ ^ 
k = l 
oo , , k ' - l 
ck(o) t 
k! 
= trace ( log 
C k ^ 0 ) t k - l 
k = l k i 
Which proves Walker's equation (5)« 
We can write ( ^ l ) e x p l i c i t l y as 
oo K 
T a y ( V ) = Y ( I 
C*(0) o C. (0) k-r v ' \ JL-2 
k=0 r=0 •' ( k - r ) ! 
Lemma C*(o) Ck_r(o) = C k _ r (0 ) Cj(o) (U6) 
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Proof Use induction on k and r < k. For k = 1, r = 0,1 
c = C* = I , C = C* = 0. i i ' o o 
For k = 2, r - 0 , 1 , 2 , = C* = 0 and hence (h6) holds f o r 
r k = 1,2. 
Assume (k-6) to hold for a l l r < k ^  m. 
For k = m + 1, r = k (k6) follows t r i v i a l l y so need only v e r i f y 
(h-6) f o r k = m + 1, r < k. 
0 * 0 , , = C*(2 ^ C -C . o T - ^ C , ) r m+l-r r dt m-r m-r-1 dt m-r-1 
= 2 - C o C* - C . o C* o T - — c , o c dt m-r r m-r-1 r dt m-r-1 
by induction hypothesis and assuming that 
Moreover i f 
c* o r = r o c* (kj) 
we would get 
C*oC A 1 = ( 2 ~ C -C l O r - ~ 0 - ) o C*' r m+l-r \ dt m-r m-r-1 dt m-r-1 
= C A 1 o C* m+l-r r 
and t h i s proves (k6) modulo (^6') and (^7)' 
For (^6*) we have by d e f i n i t i o n 
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-c*)z = - ( « 0 - c * ( 3 ) , x.'SfOO. 
V dt 
Now l e t Y e 3£ (M) , 
= « U ( « ) . X ) - B ( C » ( 3 ) , T ) 
f t g ( X , O Y ) - g ( x , c ( | | ) ) - g ( l , C T 
- B ( x , ^ ( C T ) ) - g ( x , c ( i ) ) 
- «((^)V)^r - ( i t 
Proof of Again use induction on r , l e t r = 0 , 1 , 2 , CQ = 0, 
C-L = I , C2 = 0 and (V7) holds t r i v i a l l y so assume (U7) to hold 
for a l l r =S p, say, then 
c* . o r = ^ 0 * ^ * 0 0 % - ^ c * ^ or 
p+l \ dt p p-1 dt p-1 
= r 0 2 | c * - r * o r o c * . - r 0 f c*, 
dt p p-1 dt p-1 
= T o C*+^  a s f i s symmetric. 
This proves (kj) and completes proof of lemma. q.e.d. 
From (h6) i t follows that 
b * ( t ) o b(t) = b ( t ) o b * ( t ) 
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i . e . t>(t) i s a normal operator. From the properties of normal 
operators i t follows that i f X i s an eigenvalue of b ( t ) then X i s 
also an eigenvalue of b * ( t ) with same eigenvector, and thus by ( ^ l ) 
i t would follow that t 2 X 2 i s an eigenvalue of <t> 
tu 
^.8 Case of Symmetric space 
I f we now assume that the manifold M i s l o c a l l y symmetric 
then (hk) would simplify considerably and as i n (25) we get 
c2 m(o) = o, c ^ C o ) = ( - r ( u ) ) m , m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . 
and hence 
/ P / f 2 k + l 
Tay(b(t)) = \ . (1*8) 
From which i t follows that b ( t ) i s an operator symmetric w.r.t. the 
inner product g, 
i . e . b * ( t ) = b ( t ) . 
Thus for a symmetric space, 
/ f ( - r ( u ) k t 2 k x 2 
Tay(4» ) = ( ) ) (h9) 
t u \ L, C?k+ 1 V. / k=0 
which generalizes (27) i n a natural way. 
Now i f X i s an eigenvalue of r(u) with eigenvector X, 
i . e . T(u)X = XX, then (-X) k i s an eigenvalue of ( ~ r ( u ) ) k with 
12h. 
same eigenvector, 
Thus by (k9) 
( - r(u)) kx = (-x) kx 
<fr, X = A2X, where tu ' 
A = 
( - r(u)) k t 2 k 
( - r ( u ) ) k t ^ v f ( - r O O ^ t 2 * 
(2k + 1 ) 1 / (2k + 1)1 
k=0 x '* k=0 
( - x) k t 2 k 
k =o < 2 k + 1 > : 
so that 
/ ^k , 2k 
0 X = A2X = A (AX) = A ( > ) 
(-x)k t 2 k x , ^  (-x) k t 2 k 
AX = 
£ 6 < 2 k + D ! y v k=o < 2 k + D 
sin t «/~X 
^X 
X 
Thus i f X i s an eigenvalue of r(u) then — j - • • i s the corresponding 
eigenvalue of *, tu 
sin t >TX. _. 
t"7x 
2 
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We r e c a l l Walker's c r i t e r i o n for a l o c a l l y symmetric space 
to be n-harmonic at m - that the eigenvalues of T(u) be constant 
on geodesic spheres centred at m for a l l u e T m(M). By above i f 
X. i s an eigenvalue of T(u) then S"*"n i s an eigenvalue of *, 
t u 
1 
Thus i f M is n-harmonic a l l eigenvalues of would be constant 
on geodesic spheres centred at m and we thus have the following: 
Theorem (6) Let M be a l o c a l l y symmetric riemannian manifold. 
I f M i s n-harmonic at m then M i s k-harmonic at m f o r a l l k. q.e.d. 
Corollary I f M i s l o c a l l y symmetric and i s 
(1) simply n-harmonic, then i t i s simply k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
(2) simply 1-harmonic, then i t i s simply k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
^.9 k-harmonic symmetric manifolds 
Riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric spaces which admit positive d e f i n i t e 
n-harmonic metrics are f u l l y characterized. Those with decomposable 
metrics have been shown (Lichnerowicz [2]) to be necessarily f l a t 
(Cf RWW p. 216) . Those with indecomposable metrics were shown by 
Ledger [2] to be precisely the symmetric spaces of rank one. I n t h i s 
section we are going to obtain similar results f o r k-harmonic metrics 
under the additional assumption of compactness. So our results are 
necessarily more r e s t r i c t i v e . 
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Theorem (7) (Willmore and El-Hadi [ l ] ) Let M he a compact, 
simply-connected n-dimensional C manifold equipped with an 
irreducible positive d e f i n i t e riemannian symmetric metric. Let M 
be k-harmonic fo r some k. Then M must be a symmetric space of 
rank one. 
Mote i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to assume M only l o c a l l y symmetric 
since the hypothesis of simple-connectedness and compactness imply 
global symmetry [Helgason [ 1 ] , p. I87 ] . 
Proof I n proving theorem (7) we follow closely the treatment given 
by Rauch [2] of the Jacobi equations on symmetric spaces. So l e t 
p Q e M and u e T (M) a u n i t vector. Let / ( t ) = exp t u , be a 
^o Po 
geodesic issuing from p Q tangential to u. Let Z be a u n i t vector 
perpendicular to p ( t ) = t u i n T (M). Then the set of tangent 
Po 
vectors tZ defined at points distant t along p ( t ) w i l l map under 
(exp ) ^ i n t o a Jacobi f i e l d X(t) along y(t). I t i s proved 
Po 
(Rauch [ 2 ] , p. 117) that by a suitable choice of orthonormal basis 
(u, Z±, Z ) of T (M) that the components of X sa t i s f y equations 
n Po 
with constant co e f f i c i e n t s , namely 
X" + K X = 0 , a (not summed) = l , 2,...,n - 1. (50) a a a 
Here K a i s the sectional curvature at p Q of the plane specified by 
u and Za. I n fact i t follows from section ( l ) of Chapter I I and 
theorems (2) and (h) there, that 
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K a = || [u, Z f f] ||2 ^ 0 
when the norm i s taken w.r.t. the ( d e f i n i t e ) K i l l i n g form of G 
when M i s considered as the coset space 
M = G/H. 
We are interested i n solutions of (50) such that 
X o (0 ) m 0, and 
VX 
Thus we have 
X„ = t Z . f o r K = 0. and a a ' a ' 
(51) 
Suppose now that of the set {K^}, exactly i are zeros - the non-zero 
K^1s may, of course, occur with various m u l t i p l i c i t i e s . Then t h i s 
gives a cannonical form (diagonal) for the pull-back metric 
h = ( e xPp )*(Sy^j)« The symmetric polynomials cr^  of the eigen-
values of t h i s form are exactly the symmetric polynomials^ of 4> 
as was shown i n ( 5 ) . Thus we have i n p a r t i c u l a r : 
cr, = f t + sin t >/k, + ... + 7= sin t . 
^ 1 ^Kn_, n-f 
(52) 
sin sin 
a = t • x . . . x 
n - l 
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Now we assume M to be k-harmonic, i.e. we impose the condition 
that i s a function of t alone, i . e . i s independent of u. 
I t follows that i n p a r t i c u l a r £ must be independent of the choice 
of u. 
Consider now the group theoretic picture of M as a homogeneous 
coset space G/H. Here G i s the connected component of the group 
of isometries of M, and H i s the compact isotropy group at p Q. The 
assumptions of compactness and simple-connectedness of M imply that 
G must be compact and simple. According to the corollary to 
theorem (2) of Chapter I I we can i d e n t i f y the l i n e a r holonomy group 
at p Q with the linear isotropy group H' there. An important 
implication of t h i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s given by the following 
Lemma (Rauch [2]) Let p Q e M and y a geodesic issuing from p Q with 
u n i t tangent vector u, and_let Za be a u n i t eigenvector at p Q 
belonging to the eigenvalue K a > 0. Then there exists a one-
parameter subgroup of H whose image i n the holonomy group IT i s 
t r a n s i t i v e on the u n i t vectors issuing from p Q which l i e i n the two 
plane determined by u and Za . We have as a consequence of the 
Lemma: 
Corollary ( l ) An eigensolution of (50) belonging to the positive 
K a and such that X a ( 0 ) = 0 i s obtained as follows: Take the one-
parameter group of the lemma, apply i t to a point of 7 and d i f f e r e n t i a t e 
the coordinates of the o r b i t w.r.t. the group parameter and set the 
l a t t e r equal to zero. 
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Indeed the group takes 7 i n t o geodesies which also emanate 
from p Q, and the group parameter plays the role of the coordinate 
e i n the v a r i a t i o n defining the Jacobi f i e l d . Moreover, the 
eigenvalues and t h e i r m u l t i p l i c i t i e s are not necessarily the same 
for a l l geodesies issuing from p Q but only f o r those which are 
transformable i n t o 7 by the holonomy group at p Q . 
Now, to require I to be independent of the choice of u, we 
require that the holonomy group acts t r a n s i t i v e l y on the u n i t 
sphere S n ^ i n T (M). For t h i s we refer to the results of 
Po 
Berger [ l ] and Simons [1 ] . In p a r t i c u l a r theorems (8) and (9) of 
Simons [1] give: 
Theorem (8) (Berger-Simons) Let M be a compact, simply 
connected, irreducible riemannian symmetric manifold. Let p Q e M 
and l e t be the connected component of the li n e a r holonomy group, 
acting t r a n s i t i v e l y on S n ^ i n T (M). Then M i s a symmetric space 
Po 
of rank one. 
From t h i s theorem (7) immediately follows. q.e.d. 
Theorem (9) (WiUmore - El Hadi [ l ] ) Let M be a compact 
00 
simply-connected, n-dimensional C manifold equipped with a positive 
d e f i n i t e irreducible riemannian symmetric metric. Let M be k-harmonic 
for some k. Then M i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
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Proof By theorem (7) M i s a symmetric space of rank one. 
Theorem (9) of Chapter I I shows M then to be two-point homogeneous. 
But theorem ( l ) a s s e r t s that a two point homogeneous manifold with 
a positive definite metric i s k-harmonic for a l l k. q.e.d. 
The r e s u l t of Avez [1] stated as theorem (9) of Chapter I I I 
shows that a compact n-harmonic manifold i s l o c a l l y (and hence 
globally) symmetric. Combining t h i s with theorem (9) we get: 
Theorem (10) Let M be a compact simply connected manifold 
with a positive definite riemannian n-harmonic metric. Then M i s 
k-harmonic for a l l k. q.e.d. 
131. 
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